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BE it remembered, that on the thirtieth day of October, A. n. 1815, in
the fortieth year of the Independence of the United States of America, MoSESGREENLEAF,
Esquire, of tbe District of Maine, hath deposited in this
office the title of a book, the right whereof he claims as author, in the
words following, to wit:
"A Statistical View of the District of Maine ; more especially wit11
reference to the value and importance of its Interior. Addressed to the
consideration of the Legislators of Massachusetts.
By Moses Greenleaf,
Esq. SALUSPUBLICAMEAJ\IERCES."
In conformity to the act of the Congress of the United States, entitled,
"An act for the encouragement of learning, by securing the copies of maps,
charts, and books, to the authors and proprietors of such copies, during
the times therein mentioned;" and also to an act, entitled "An act supple mentary to an act, entitled an act for the encouragement of learni-ng, by securing the copies of maps, charts, and books, to the authors and proprietors of such copies during the times therein mentioned; and extending
the benefits thoreof to the arts of designing, engraving, and etching historical and other prints."
HENRY SEW ALL, 5 Clerk of the IJ~stric t

l

Hilliard & Metcalf, priniel'~,
Cambridge .

Court of ,]J:fazne.
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following work was originally designed to have been
merely a general geographical description of that part ·of the
District of :Maine, which is as yet but little known to the
public ; and as an explanatory appettdage to the Map, which
accompanies it. Long and attentive inquiry and observation
liad convinced the writer, that the real value and character
of the extensive wilderness in the interior was very imperfectly und'erstood, even by those to whom a correct knowledge of it was most important. ,vhile some part of the community seemed to consi~er it as a barren, frozen region, unfit
for the support of man, and unworthy the . attention of the
Legislature; others viewed it as rich beyond all other parts
of New England, affording a fund, for the future resources of
the State, great beyond calculation, and almost inexhaustible.
Some seemed to consider it next to impossible that it should
ever be settled, or brought to any value, and useless to attempt it ; while others appeared to act as if the only danger
was, that it should be settled too soon, and its value increased too fast. The opinions of the writ er were early enlisted on
the side of the most sanguine in its favor. His pursuits, for
many years past, have led him to res earches and inquiries in
every quarter where he could obtain information; at first in
the expectation of finding abundant confirmation of his preconceived opinions ; but resulting in the entire conviction, that
its value has been very inaccurately estimated ; in some instances unduly appreciated, in others ,as much umlerratec, ;
THE
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that its im1>0rtanceto the Commonwealth must depend almost totally on contingencies; and may, by neglect or misman agement, be depressed almost to a cypher; or, by judicious and efficient measures in opening the way and directing the attention of settlers toward it, be increased to a degree almost beyond calculation.
Impressed with these ideas, the design was conceived of
making public such accounts of it, as could conveniently be
collected. As the work proceeded, new facts and ideas occurred, and it was found expedient to extend it to go general notice of the whole District~ in many partictJlars different from
~my hitherto published ; and embracing such views of its population!J character, poJky, &c. as might be some guide in es ...
timating its future progress ancl importance.
In prosecuting the work, much inconveniPnce has been ex perienced, from deficience!iin such public records and notices
as might afford materials, and from many unavoidable de ..
lays and difficulties i~ colJecting and collating such private
documents as were knoWI.ilto exist ; as well as fr om 1>eculiar
circumstances in the situation and avocations of the writer,
and the embarrassment naturally incident to a novel attempt
on a hitherto unexplored and important subject. These circumstances, it is not doubted, will be admitted by the candid
as an apology for whatever defects appear in theoperformance.
It may have been expected by some, that, in a work under the present title, every 13ubjectrelating to the productions,
wealth, resource1,, or political economy of the District should
be noticed, as. far as 11ossibleto obtain materials. The pre .
ceding observations however wilJ suggest some of the reasons
for th_e entire omission of some articles and the brevity of
others. It will he perceived, that the principal object of the
work is the importance of .the interior country, which will
farther excuse the omission or cursory notjce of whatever has
pot, either directly or indirectly, some relation to fhat object.
T o some read ers it may appear that some parts of the
work are di~proportionally diffuse, ~nd others as prnchtoQ
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concise. To explain all the reasons for this, to the satisfaction of every one, can be· done only by a view of the District,
more minute in some particulars, and very different from
the JJresent work. Those best acquaintfd with the subject
will not require a reason.
'rhe authorities, on which are founded the stafoments in
the course of the work, are most generally referred to, when
the subjects to which they relate are noticed. In m(JStof
the instances where no such reference is made, the statements
are drawn from the personal observation of the writn·, and
from a comparison of tl1e accounts of different individuals, of
the correctness of whose testimony, he perceives no reason
to doubt. ,vhat ever therefore is stated as matter of fact,
he believes may be relied on as such; but to the deductions
and inferences which he has drawn from them the assent of
the reader is required uo farther thaB his own judgment, if
l1e will give himself the trouble to investigate the su~ject,
will dictate. The calculations on the increased value which
may be given to the interior of the District, by any assumed
rate of increase in the JlOJmlation,will not be doubted by
those who examine the subject fully ; but many perhaps may
doubt whether any reasonableencouragement would procure
any considerable increase. If however the estimates in
Chap. 5, and the descriptions in Chap. 13, are correct, one
would think such doubts might be removed. But, if it should
be objected, that the present state of the J)opular sentiment
and impulse will not justify the ha;,Z;ardof expensive experiments to encourage the settl{'ment ; it is replied, that thist at
present, is matter of opinion merely, without any other foundation, and until some evidence is adduced in its support, it
is sufficient to observe in contradiction to it, that a course of
attentive and interested observation for fifteen years past has
~~esultedin the decided conviction, that, by judicious meas ..
ures, such a current of immigration might have been produced, and its continuance in a great measure 11reserved, as
wonld effectuaUy have secured to the territorv a value very..
~
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far beyond that, at wl1ich it can now be estimated, and in ..
Volving no expe11se,wl1ich would not eventualJy discharge itself. Aml if thts is well founded, it may be presumed that,
notwithstanding the unfavorable change within a few years
past, it is not too late, nor to0 hazardous, even now, to begin the experiment.
\Vith resp t ct to the Map, which accompanies this work,
it may be proper to observe, that when it was first undertaken, it was with the expectation that the materials from
,vhich it is drawn would furnish an accurate Map, as far as
actual surveys have been made ; and beyond that, an outline
which, in its general features, would be a tolerably correct
guide to a knowledge of the extensive interior, which hai
hitherto been but little explored, exce1}toccasion_ally by individuals, the result of whose obsrrvations has never before
been made public. The latter obJect, it is believed, is subtantially obtained. The former, though many additions and_
corrections have been made, is still susceptible of much improvement in its minutire. The importance of a full and correct Map, and the <leficiencesof the materials at present existing for that purpose, suggest the following observations,
which will in a measure expl~in the causes of whatever inaccuracies may be found in this and all former ~la11s of the
District; aud may furnish some guide to future attempts at
correcting these and similar errors.
,
The sea coast has in many places heen laid down from
celestial observations, and may therefore in general be presumed tolerably correct. The interior has been surveyed in
detached parcels, at different times, and by different persons,
some of whom were competent to the task, others very incompetent. rrhe courses of the lines are generally, (indeed
almost universal1y,) run by the needle, without ascertaining·,
Qr paying any regard to the variation, which differs at different times and places, increasing most sensibly in proceeding
from southwest to northeast. The surveys have been chiefly
made while the land was covered with forests, aml the distan-
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Plans of these detached surveys, though in many instances
correct, and in most, perhaps, exhibiting truly the relative
. proportions of the tract surveyed, yet seldom agree with the
plans of adjoining places, surveyed by other persons; especially if of considerable extent. To unite these discordant
materials it is necessary in some cases to retrench, in others
to extend their dimensions ; and, as it is not always possible to determine which is the most accurate, the consequence
,vill be, that sometimes the relative extent or the form of
tracts adjoining each other will be represented with some de,gree of inaccuracy. Instances of this kind perhaps are numerous; and almost every person, much acquainted with the
District, may perl1aps be able to detect some one or other of
them. It is believed however that few, if any important er ...
rors will be found ; and that in general it is as correct as
can be expected, until a new survey of the whole, corrected
by celestial observations, under the immediate inspection of
persons properly qualified for the purpose, shall furnish better materials than are now existing. And, until this is done,
a peifect Map of ~Jaine cannot be obtained.
It is not pretended that the work is free from errors.
In statements drawn from the most authentic sources, to
which recourse has been had, im11ortant mistakes may have
originally existed, or been made in transcribing. In many
cases, their very nature supposes a probability of some inaccuraci es ; and in some particulars, little else than loose aml
general description can, in the vresent state of the country,
be expected. It will not be surprising therefore~ if' a more
thorough knowledge of the District should discover de:ficiences, and want of correctness, in many instances. It is presumed however that on the whole the work will be found as
generally correct, as under existing circumstances could reasonably be expected. And if it should tend in any consider .
able degree to exhibit the character, resources, or relative importance of the District, in a clearer point of Yiew than here-

...
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tofore; or, to excite in those who are acquainted with, or interested in, the subject, a disposition to exert their talents
with more effect for the developement of its yet latent advantages, and the advancement of its true interests, the pr'imary
object of the writer will have been obtained, and he will not
regret thi5 attempt, however imperfect its execution.

'

CHAPTER I.
SITUATION,

EXTENT,

A.ND BOUNDARIEi.

District of Maine is situated between 43° 05 1
and 48° 00' north latitude, and 66° 49' and 70° 55 west
longitude from London. It is bounded on the west,
by the state of New Hampshire, from which it is
separated by Piscataq ua river from the sea to the source
of its main branch, a distance of about 35 miles in a,
direct line, and from thence by a line running north
two degrees west, about 115 miles farther, to the high.
lands, which in this place separate the United States
from Canada : On the south, by the Atlantic ocean, on
which it extends, from Kittery point, on the west,
to Quaddy head on the east, in a straight line,
about ~12 miles : On the east, by the bay and river of
Passamaquoddy, or St. Croix, following its middle
branch to a monument,* established at its source, and
from thence by a line to be run due north to the highlands, separating the waters which fall into the St.
Lawrence, from those which fall into the Atlantic:
and on the north, by the British province of Lower
THE

• A yellow birch tree marked in the year 1797, (marked S. T. I. H.)
and incircled with an iron hoop. This was established by the Commissioners of the United States and Great Britain, as tl1e true .source of the river
St. Croix, referred to in the treaty -0f 1783,
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Canada, from which it is separated by the same highlands. Its length on the eastern frontier is about i tO
miles ; on the northern about :280 miles. Its greatest
length from norlh to south is about 225 miles ; its
greates.t breaclth from east to west 195 miles ; and it
is estimated to contain about 20,882,354 acres, or
32,628 square miles.
Though the extent of Maine is here spoken of
with a degree of numeric~] precision, which wouhl
seem to indicate a confidence in its correctness, it
should be observed, that its limits on the north, and
partly on the east, have never been accurate1y designated. In all former maps, the northern boundary
has been vaguely and very inaccurately described;
and they generally have exhibited the District, as
much less than it really is. , The government of Canada has caused nearly the whole extent, from the Chaudiere and the St. Lawrence to the supposed bounda.
ry, to be surveyed into townships. It is understood
to be admitted, that these surveys, in many places,
extend beyond the boundary ; owing, as is said, to
the circumstance, that, except in very few places, there
are no highlands in a chain, sufficiently distinct to ex"hibit with precision tbe line contemplated by the treaty with Great Britain in 1783. 'l~he line exhibited
as the boundary, on the Map which accompanies this
work, is drawn from these surveys, compared with
others, made under the authority of the state of Massachusetts, and is presumed to be, t.hough not perfectly correct, yet not materially far from the truth.
' Since the establishment of the monument at the
source of the St. Croix, surveys of townships have
l,,_eenmade under the authority of Massachusetts, ex.
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tending from the monument, north about sixty mile!!!.
The eastern line of these surveys is gen~rally taken
for the boundary of Maine, which is not precisely
correct. The variation of the compass at the source
of the St. Croix was found to he 13° ~0' west, and
farther to the north it is greater. In running this
line, 13° only was allf>wed for the variation, without
allowing for the odd minutes at first, or for the increase in proceeding north. The diversion from the
t~ue line, occasioned by this circumstance, is exhibit ·
ed on the map, though perhaps not to the extent, to
which it may have proceeded. From the construction of the map OI). the authorities above stated, with
regard to the boundaries, results the foregoing estimate of the number of square miles, contained in the
District.

--

CHAPTER II.
OHARACTERISTIC

t-

DIVISIONS.

THE civil clivisions of Maine, and those natural
divisions, which are formed by 1·ivers, &c. will be better understood by consulting the map, than by any
written description. Those only therefore will be
noticed in this place, which may be marked by dis ..
tinct features in the , soil and principal products, face
of the.country, or climate; and of these cursorily in
their order.
There are many degrees of difference in the qualities of the soil, and the kinds and amount of pro.
ducts in small tracts, scattered promiscuously over ev•
ery part of the district, which fall not withio tlte de•

I
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~ign of this work, and are therefore omitted. The
leading distinctions in this respect, are not at first.
view very strongly marked, so as easily to define
their boundaries; but, on a comprehensive view of the
whole, they may be discerned with considerable clearness, when considering the District as divided into
three sections. 'fhe first, including the whole tract
on the sea-coast, extending from 10 to :20 miles back
into the country. The second lying northerly of the
former, and extending from the sea, about 50 miles
at the western, 80 at the central, and 90 at the eastern part of the District.* In the third must, for the
present, be included all the remaining part of the
l)istrict. 'f he first of these sections contains all the varieties of sandy, gravelly, clayey, and loamy soils, frequeatly interspersed at short distances ; s~ldom very
rich, but in many places tolerably fertile. Indian
corn, rye, barley, grass, &c. may be considered the
principal products of this section.
In the second section the soils are of similar
kinds, but less frequently diversified, and generally
more fertile, The transitions from one kind and
quality to another are seldom so abrupt, and the distinctions are not so strongly marked, as in the former.
The surface rises into large swe Us of generally good
land, between which, on the margin of streams are
frequently rich intervals, and in other places sandy or
gra~elly pine plains, or spruce and cedar swamps.
, • The eastern part of this section has yet but very few settlements ;
what is said therefore of its products must be understood only as an opinion drawn from what is known of its soil and climate, Gomparedwith 0th.~ parts of the same section ,
·
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The principal products of this section are grass,
In ,dian corn, wheat, barley, rye, fl.ax, &c.
The third section is, as yet, but little settled ;
nor are its qualities known from actual experience.
It exhibits very great diversities in the appearances of its soil, growth of timber, ancl even in its climate. From the specimens of its agricultural product, as far as attempts have been madr, and from
the appearance of its soil, as far as it has been examined, it may be concluded, that it will produce
niost, if not all, of the plants usually cultivated in
other parts of the District;
that wheat, barley,
millet, ·grass, flax, and hemp will be its most important products, anll that some of these, more particularly wheat, will generally succeed here better
than in mosl other sections of the District.
It is not
to be understood however, that this section sustaius
one uniform character in this respect, and it certainly does not iu others, as will be seen in the course
of other parts of tbe work.
If we consider Maine as di,·idecl into sections,
distinguished by remarkable differences in the face
of the country, two only present themselves with
sufficient force to form prominent features in a comprehensive view of the whole, viz. the mountainous, and the moderately hilly. 'l~hough there are
level lands of considerable extent in the counties of
York and Cumberland, atHl on Penobscot river ·
above the bead of the tide, as well as smaller tracts
in various places ; yet tbey are not sufficiently extensive to form important exceptions to the general
representation.
Wjth the exception of a small tract at the nortb ...
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ern extremity, and some detached elevations along
the central part of the northwestern boundary, the
mountainous part of the District may be included
,:vithin an irregular line, drawn from the line of :New
limn pshire, not far from Saco river ; thence proceeding northeasterly, and crossing Androscoggin
-i•iver near Dixfield, Sandy river above Farmington,
Kennebeck river above Bingham, the west branch
of the Penobscot at the lake Pemmidumpkok, and
to the east branch of the Penobscot near the mouth
of the W assattaquoik ; thence north so far as to include the heads of the Aroostook, thence southwesterly to the head of ~Iooseliead Lake, and thence
westerly to the boundary of the District, near the
sources of the De Loup. The greatest length of
this section is from southwest to northeast, about
1.60 miles : its greatest breadth about 60 miles ; and
it comprises about one seventh part of the District.
No observations have been made to ascertain and
compare the height of the different elevations in this
section; hut from estimates which have been matle on
the falls of the 1·ivers, proceeding from different parts
of it; and from the much greater distance at which
the mountains in the western part are visible, it is
evident that tlie western, and particularly the northwestern part is much higher than the eastern : and
the section in its whole extent, may be considereel as presenting the highest points of land between
the Atlantic and the St. Lawrence.
'I'he remainder of the District, with the exceptions before noticed, may he considered generall1
as a moderately hilly country, though not uniformly so in all its parts. In the tract between the sea:-

(
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coast and the mountains, the western pad exhibits
greater ancl more frequent varieties, than any other.
The hills in general are more abrupt and irregular;
in some places closely connected, in othe1·s sepa1·ated by lar ~e tracts of dry pine and shrub oak
plains. In the central part, the hills are generally
broader, with less intervening level land, and that
more frequently moist and swampy. The eastern
part is less elevated, with somewhat extensive tracts
of swamps frequently interspersed.
North of this,
and east of the mountainous section first described,
is a tract, extending to the highlands near the northern sources of the river St. John; the surface of
which generally rises in broad, gentle swells, with
comparatively little diversity, and apparently less
elevated than any other part of the District. Proceeding westward, and passing to the north of the
mountains, higher and more extensive swells present themselves, growing more elevated and diversified to the northwestern frontier.
,
Viewing the surface of the District collectively,
without considering lesser inequalities, it will appear, that its most elevated pa1·t is near its northwestern angle, from which it declines with some
degree of regularity in every direction to the extreme parts • .
In attempting to describe Maine by sections, dis tinguished by difference in climate, it shoulcl be premised, that, though different parts exhibit very con~iderable differences, and in particular instances
these are marked with some degree of strength _,
even in places very near to each other; yet they
have not bein ma.de th,e subject of sufficient ohsel'.-

I
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Yation to mark their extent and shades of di:ffer-ence with much precision. But, by following the
most usual mode of distinguishing the climates of
the District, viz. iu sections nearly parallel to the
equator, or diverging so far as to conform to the
general direction of the sea coast ; and comparing
these sections with themselves and with each other,
we mav., be enabled to form a tolerable idea of the
varieties, exhibited on a general view of the whole.
This mode of division, though it must suffice for
the present, will not be found very accurate. Difference of latitude, proximity to, or distance from
the sea, ele,,ation or depression of the sui:face, different degrees of exposure to the action of the sun,
&c. operate either separately or combined, in so
many ways to affect the general temperature, that,
in a country like this, it is not easy to designate
with much accuracy the limits of any particular description of climate. For the present purpose however, it will be sufficient to consider the District as
divided into four sections, by lines nearly parallel
to. the sea coast.
In all parts, where any considerable ·11rogress
has been made in cultivation, the length and heat of
the summer is sufficient for the production of most,
if not all of the fruits and vegetables, cultivated in
New Kngland generally; and although in the interior the snow lies long in winter, yet the continuance
· of cold weather, and the degree of its severity, do
not exceed that, experiencell in Massachusetts Proper, ·New Hampshire, and Vermont.
'rhe first of the sections above mentioned may
be taken to extend about 20 miles from the sea. In

I
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this, the seasons are more fluctuating than in the
other sections. In summer, the transitions from
great heats to uncomfortable cold and damps, from
severe drought to fogs and heavy rains, are not unfrequent. In winter, sudden changes are expe1·ienced, from severe col<l and snow, to thaws ancl
rain storms. The general character of the section
however, is not the same throughout. In the southwestern part of it, which includes the e3:rliest settled, antl most populous pad of the District, the
summers are warmer, and the winters less regular,
than in the northeastern part, where there are fewer inhabitants, and the E:urfaceof the earth is less
cleared of its forests. The snow seldom exceeds
two feet in depth on an average, for any length of
time, in any part of this section.
A second division may be supposed to extend
about 20 miles farther into the country, than the former. In this, the seasons generally are not materi.
ally different from the forme1·, except that they are
more regular, both in winter and summer; and the
snow lies a little longer, and is rather deeper on the
average for the season. Unlike the former l10wever, this section preserves a great degree of uniformity with itself through its whole extent, as far east
as any considerable settlements have been made.
The principal observable difference is, that in the
western, the northwest winds are more violent and
frequent, than in the eastern part of the section.
The tract, extending from the last mentioned,
as far to the north as settlements have yet extend ~
ed, may be considered as a third i;,ection. In tbis,
which is but thinly inhabited , aud mostly cov~red
3
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with forests, the summers are cooler, less snbject to
droughts, or to long and heavy rains, are more uniform in their- temperature, an<l the winters f1,re longer and more severe, than in either of the two for-mer. But, comparing it with itself in different
parts, it is not uniform, like the second, nor milder,
like the first, as it approaches the west. On the
contrar~'", in the western part of this section, which
is the most fully peopled and cleared, the snow
generally lies nearly five months in the year, is often four, and sometimes exceeds five feet in depth
on the average. The northwest winds it;t winter
are excessively violent, and for some months almost incessant. While in the eastern part the snow
seldom continues more than four months, its usual
depth is not more than three feet, and the winds
are mo.ch less constant and severe. The f1·osts in
spring disappear generally a fortnight earlier, and
in autumn commence as much later in the eastern,
than in the western settlements in this section,
though the latter are half a degree nearer the equator than the former.
'rhe extensive unsettled part of the District,
including more than half its territory, must, for the
prese,nt, be included in the fourth section. Of this
but little is known with sufficent precision to mark
the peculiar varieties of its climate. The only opportunity, yet afforded for observing its seasoni
throughout the year, is from a few settlements in
the northeastern part of the Dish·ict, the principal
of which is a body of French, settled on the St.
John, at and below the confluence of the Matawascah. In this part of the country the summers are ·
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favorable to the cultivation of' wheat and most
other kinds of fari~aceous plants, excepting Ind ian
corn, as well as for most of the vegetables generally produced in other parts of Maine. The snow
in winter is generally aboat four feet in depth, the
weather is cold and serene _, and generally free from
the bois te1·ous irregula1·ity of the northwestern part
of the District.
A peculiarity, observable 1n this section respecting the climate near the centre of the District, will
be noticed more conveniently in the next chapter.
Imperfect as are the distinctions observed in
this chapter, yet, if they should he of some use to
the practical farmer, in judging of the relative advantages of different parts of ~Iaine, to which his
attention may be directed, for the pursuit of the different branches of agriculture, then the indulgence
of the reader will not have been solicited in vain.

-

CHAPTER III.
REMARI{S

ON THE CLIMATE .•

Maine was first settled, and but little
known, its climate was considered by many as very
inhospitable ; and scarcely fit for the production of
the necessaries of life. Succeeding years howe\'er
have proved, that the seasons are favorable to the
cultivation of all the necessaries and many of the
luxuries of life; and that the opiuion of its in~
hospitality in its early days was :very incorrect, or
that it has since undergone a material alteration.
In all parts of Maine the air is pu1·eand salub:rioµs, though sometimes subject to considerable
".,.. HEN
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vicissitudes of heat and cold, yet not so great as in
some other parts of New England. 'rhe ~ummers
in most parts of the District are fa, orable to the
growth of all the vegetable productions of the northern States. In some parts however, Indian corn,
ancl the plants of a more tender kind, which re quire a greater and more uniform degree of heat,
are frequently injured, and sometimes destroyed by
frosts, late in the spring and early in autumn. This
remark applies more particularly to the northwestern settlements in the county of Oxford, and to
those in the northeastern extremity of the-District.
In other places, where their cultivation has been at tempted, it has most generally proved successful.
In the winter th.e snow covers the ground to a
considerable depth ; its continuance is from two
months in some parts, to four, and in some instan ,ces five months in others, On the sea coast, more
~specially towa1·d the western part, though it often
falls to as great depth, its continuance is shorter
and not so regular; being more frequently inter ..
rupted by thaws and rains, than in the interior; and
is generally gone much earlier in tqe sp1·ing. Proceeding from the sea coast, its continuance is more
uniform, and its average clepth, through the season,
greater. The summers also exhibit a corresponding character, being at times warmer, though more
unsteady near the sea, more uniform and temperat0
in the interior. It is not however to be inferred,
that the gradations in the temperature or regularity
of the climate are to be marked by the degree of
recess from the equator or from the sea coast. If
any regular lines can Jnark thes~ gra~ations, they
0
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must be rather elliptical, and drawn around the
mountainous tract in the northwest quarter of the
District, as one of tbe foci, in such a manner that the
exterior ones may terminate in the sea to the east,
and the others recede from each other more toward
the north, as they approach the eastern boundary.
The observations on the climate, when considered
in parallel sections, in the preceding chapter, tend
to illustrat.e and confirm thit, idea.
Various speculations have been made concern ing the causes of the greater coldness of our climate ,
when compared with that of other countries in the
same latitude ; and philosophers have displayed
much ingenuity in support of their favorite theo ries, without, in some cases, sufficient attention to
certain facts, which might in a degree have proved
the fallacy of their reasoning. '1Vithout at}empting
an examination to refute or confirm any general
theory hitherto adopted, it may be useful to notice
one observation, which bas been applied particularly to Maine; more especially because the circu lation given it by two writers of distinguished rep utation* has tended to convey an idea of the Dis ..
tric't in some respects very incorrect. Dr. IIol ,.
' yoke has given it, as his 01,inion, that the coldness of
our cli~ate is owing in a great measure to the un common number of evergreens in our woods. The
gentlemen alluded to have ado11ted the idea a~
"very satisfactory," and have observed in corrob .oration, that the forests of Maine "are composecJ_
,almost altogether of hemlock, spruce, pine, anc).
Jr trees." If the Doctor's hypothesis is correct ,
? T he lat e Gov. Sullivan , and Dr. Morse.
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the evergreens must act, either by a greater absorp.
tion of caloric fl'om the atmosphere, ( which perhaps
is not proved to be the case,) or by intercepting the·
passage of the sun's rays to the surface of the earth
so much more effectually than is done by deciduous trees, as to produce a remarkable difference in
the degree of heat reflected. rfhis, to a certain degree, may he true; but, unfortunately for the sys.
tern as applied to Maine, the gentlemen, who have
adopted and given it currency, have been incorrectly informed with regard to the principal circumstance, adduced in its support; for, instead of
being "almost altogether" evergreens; a very
large proportion of the forests of Maine are composed of deciduous trees ; and, generally speaking,
the evergreens abound most near the sea coast, .
whe1·e the climate is mildest. The inference, naturally to be deduced from this, would tend to desfroy, 01· at least to weaken, the hypothesis; but it
may be objected,that in the northwest quarter, which
is far the coldest and most inhospitable par t of the
District, the proportion of evergreens is greater,
than in most other parts. 'l~he objection however
will not be very forcible, when it is considered that
the boisterous severity of the winters, and greater
general co1dnes43of this quarter, may be accounted
for on other and more obvious principles, viz. its
elevated situation, and rugged, mountainous aspect.
Some idea of the general elevation of this tract above
all others ia New England may be drawn from
the fact, that all the principal 1·ivers in New England, and some considerable branches of the St.
Lawrence , take their rise from it and its vicinity
e
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The immense falls of some of the rivers, particularly the Androscoggin, which holds its course in
this tract longer than any other river, confirm the
idea. It has been computed that the bed of this
river where it enters Maine, in the town of Gilead,
is at least 500 feet higher, than the bed of the Pe, nohscot, at an equal distance from the tide waters.
It is readily admitted, that extensive forests
have a very important influence on the climate of
a country; but facts show that whatever influence
our forests have on the general temperature in this
~ountry, the influence of evergreens, as distinct
from deciduous woods, is far less than has been
supposed.
However nseless the inquiry into the causes
which operate in fixing or varying the climate of a
country may seem to some ; yet, when those causes
are of a nature which may he chauged, either by
the gradual operation of the laws of nature, or the
different circumstances which may take place in the
progress of the settlement, civilization, and improvement of a country; antl when such a change
may have any effect on its agt·icultural products,
and of course on the pursuits aud even the character and numbers of its inhabitants;
the subject he~omes worth the attention, not only of the philoso pher, but of the patriot and the statesman.
The temperature of a climate is affeded by m.any circumstances distinct from, and independent
of, each other; but which may he comlJinecl so va1·iously as to render it difficult, if not impossible, to
fix on any one standard of proportion between the
local situation and the climate . of different places.
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Those theories on the subject, which are best supported by facts, seem to warrant the conclusion, that
the mean temperature depends principally on elevation from the sea, distance from the equator, face
and state of the country as to improvement, and the
nature of the country immediately surrounding it;
and that the extremes of temperature in a great
measure depend upon the character of the country,
from whence the prevailing winds proceed. Thus,
our severest cold in winter seems occasioned by
the northwest winds, which pass over immense fields·
of snow and ice before they reach us. T_hesuffocating heat of the Simoom on the south of the l\tlediterranean is evidently owing to the vast burning
deserts, over which the south wind 11asses on its
way to that sea. But, in both cases, these extremes
of heat and cold continue but little longer, than the
winds which occasioned them; which circumstance
in a considerable degree tends to support the opinion, that the general temperature is affected principally by causes existing within, or very near the
country.
That effect on the temperature in any country,
which is produced by its distance from the equator, its elevation from the sea, or the permanent
characteristics of the country immediately surrounding it, is in its nature permanent, and it cannot be
expected that a climate, regulated wholly by the influence of those causes, should ever suffer any material change. That which is produced by greatet
or less degrees of cultivation, and exposure of tlie
earth to the direct action of the sun, is of a tempo rary nature. And if, as far as can be judge(l from
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facts within our reach, it can be shewn that the pre ..
sent temperature of Maine is not wholly owing to
these permanent circumstances; hut probably in a
great measure to causes, which in time will doubtless be removed; and if we can rationally estimate
the distance of time requisite, in the ordinary progress of improvement, to effect their removal, it
will furnish not an uninteresting ground for calculations as to the future value and importance of the
District, the nature of its productions, and, in some
degree, the pursuits and character of its inhabitants.
At the first settlement of Maine, when its whole
extent, as well as the adjacent country, was one
continued forest, it was thought, that many of the
plants and fruits, which are now successfully cultivated, could not by any means be brought to per ...
fection. Whether fair experiments were made or
not, we are not, at this day, certain; but the general prevalence of the opinion, at the time, leaves little room to doubt, that it had some foundation. Experience has shewn that, in all the new settlements,
where but a small portion of the surface of the
earth is opened to the direct rays of the sun, the
snow lies longer in the spring, the weather in summer is cooler, and tender plants are more liable to
be injure•l by frosts!' than in those places, other ..
wise similarly situate.cl, where the country is princi pally cleared of wood; and it is equ)],lly well
known, in other parts of the U nitecl States, that
any considerable progress in clearing the surface
of the earth, has been attended with an eddently
favorable change in the temperature of the atmosphere. These facts will, in a cle~ree, account for,
4
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and be confirmed by, the varieties in the climate,
noticed in the preceding chapter; and, in iupport
of the general inference, another ch-cumstance in
point may be adduced.
Near the center of the District, and beyond all
the settlements yet ntade, (if we except the few
near the river St. John,) is a tract, containing about
four hundred thousand acres, in which the snow is
usually gone, and the leaves appear on the trees,
two or three weeks earlier in the spring, arid the
weather in summer, particularly during the night,
is sensibly much warmer, than in any part of the
surrounding country, within 40 or 60 miles of it.
The only ob!,ervable difference between this, and
the adjacent country, to which this difference in
climate can be readily referred, is, that the earth's
surface in this tract is more exposed to the direct
rays of the sun, tlian in any other part of the country of equal extent. In the autumn of the year
" 1.798, a tremendous hurricane swept over this tract,
and levelled with the earth nearly all the trees
then standing; since which, fires, kindled by the
Indians, and other bunters, have overrun the most
of it, and in many places, nearly cleared the snrface. A young growth has arisen, but it is not
yet, in many places sufficient to shade the ground,
so as to prevent, in any great degree, the direct
action of the sun's rays upon it. No attem11ts at
cultivation have yet been made within this tract;*
• Since this article was written, several enterprising farmers, and
intelligent observers h~ve examined some parts of this tract, ,,.rith a
view of making settlements within or near it ; and have unanimousl y
given this the preference to any other in the vicinity. Some of them
have begun to mak <.:their improvem ents, and anticipate the most favor able res'Cl.lts.
·
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but it has been observed, that the vegetation of indigenous plants commences here earlier in the
spring, and continues later in autumn, than in
any part of the country, within half a degree or
more to the south of it; and appearances at all sea.
sons plainly indicate the change in the climate, pro.
duced by this devastation of the forest.
If we compare the situation of Maine, with that
of the south of :France, the north of Italy, and the
provinces bordering on the north of the Black Sea,
which all lie in the same latitudes with Maine, it
,vill be perceived, that in most of those particulars,
which may be supposed to affect permanently the
character of a climate, there is a very considerable
analogy between them ; yet instead of long, severe
winters, and short, irregular summers, those countries now enjoy a mild and temperate atmosphere,
and their seasons are congenial to the growtl1 and
perfection, not only of the necessaries of life., but of
the richest luxuries of the vegetable kingdom;
though once they were far otherwise. If we may
credit the evidence afforded by various passages,
which have reached us from the ancient Greek and
Roman writers, it will not be doubted that the climates in the countries before n1entioned, were once
very different from the present. Their winters are
spoken of in a manner which approaches nearer to
the clescription of the Russian or Canadian wintei·s,
than to those of Maine; and their summers as w holly unfit to bring to maturity the fruits, with which
they now abound. The winters in France are
' said to be cold, to an extreme degree ; subject to
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gteat snows ; the rivers frozen so as to bear the
greatest loads ; its summers, except at the very
southern extremity, exceeding short and cold; and
· ~ne even represents the year there, as almost perpetually winter. 'l~he climate of the country bordering on the Black Sea, which nou.· i,s repre"ented
as one of the finest in the world, was then described
in a manner indicating a severity, which, at this
day, would better apply to the regions near the Arc ...
tic Circle : and in Rome, where, at the prr.,sent day,
snow and ice are seldom seen tw.o days together,
~nd the Tiber never frozen ; it was then no unusual sight to see the streets full of both for a con.,.
tinned length of time, all(l the rive,r frozen over.
A.t that time, though Italy was probably more
populous than the other countries mentioned, yet it
is not to be supposed that the country generally was
in any degree so much cleared of fores ts, as at pre- sent. The manners of the people were more simple ; war was their chief profession, and they did
not cultivate the earth enough to produce their own
corn; hut depended for their supply on Sicily,
Egypt, an<l other warmer climates. France was
then still less populous, and less civilized , '\'\r ar
and hunting were, in a great measure, the glory,
the amusement, and the support of the inhabitants,
In the country on the Black Sea, the people were
little, if any, short of savage. It cannot therefore
be presnmed, that the surface of the earth in these
counbies was, at that time, cleared in any degree
proportioned to their population ., much less in pro portion to their present state.
·
, That the change in the ~limat~ of these c~qn-
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tries, is in a great degree owing to the clearing of
the surface of the earth, can hardly be doubted;
and this, with the evidence deducible from the facts
observed in Maine itself, may afford rational ground
for the conclusion, that the principal cause of the
greater coldness of our climate, when compared
with that of other countries, under the same parallel of latitude, is the immense forests, with which
this and the adjacent countries are coYered. And,
if this conclusion is correct, as it doubtless is in a
great degree, it establishes the posi tion, that, as t}le
population of .}laine, and the adjacent countries •increases, their forests are cleared, and the soil becomes
more fully exposed to the genial influence of the sun,
the climate will continue to ameliorate, until it shall
arrive to the happy temperature of other countries,
similarly situated. And if we may, on any justi .,.
ii.able presumption, estimate the future increase of
the population and cultivation of the country, we
may, with a considerable degree of cert~inty, calculate on the time, when the inhabitants of Maine will
enjoy all that mild temperature of climate, and rich
variety of the bounties of nature, which are now in
possession of the most favored countries under the

sun,
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CHAPTER IV.
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this head, in writing more especially
for the inhabitants of New England, it will not be
considered necessary to describe, or even to enu·merate , the several v3,rieties of the soil of Maine ,
UNDER
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nor the plants which it is capable of producing, or
are usually found in it. It is sufficient in this particular to say, that they are, in most respects, similar to those in other parts of New England generally. 1.~hemost material difference is in the quantity of some kinds, produced per acre; and this,
(with the exception of Indian corn, which flourishes
better in the southern parts of New England, and
wheat, which suc ceeds better in the interior, and
does not floorish so well in any part near the sea
coast,) is perhaps owing more to difference in cultivation, than to any other cause.
The _pl'incipal object of thi s chapter is to furnish some ground
for jud gin~ of the comparative value or' different
parts of the Di strict, so far as it may be deduced .
from the proportions of arable and waste land in
the several countie s, and their product in the most
important articl r s for the support of man; but particularly the different materials for bread.
It is to be regretted, that there are no means of
exhibiting an accurate view of the whole of the Dis trict in this particular.
Agriculture has not here ..
tofore been made so much the subject of primary
attention throughout the District, as to have producecl a record and publication of facts, sufficient to
exhibit its progress generally, or its relative state on
the whole at any one time. '\\Te must judge therefore from such data, as are attainable.
The best,
and perhaps the on 1y general authority at present,
is the correctecl valuation of F ~,1O, and even this,
for reasons, which will he noticed in their place,
probably falls far short of the truth in the quantities of th e sev eral kind s of grain, annually produc -
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ed ·; and consequently in the deductions, which
might naturally follow as to the absolute fertility
of the soil i11 any county, or the rela tive fertility of
one county when compared with another.
Making due allowances, J1owever, the following statements may be considererl as tolerably correct, and will
furnish an useful basis for fntnrc calculations on this
subject, shoL1ldthe inquiry be deemed important.
TABLE I.
Estimate of the quantity and p1·oportions of arable and waste
land in the incorportited towns and plantations in the several counties.*
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"fhe first part of this table shews the absolute
quantitiPs of land of different clescri11tions in the
several counties ; the latter part, is the relative
• In some of the tables in the course of the work, it will be perc eiv€d, that the calculations relatin g- t o the several counties ext end back to
dates prior to the existence of some of them, as such. In thos e cases,
reference is bad to the towns and pl antations whi ch constitute the coun tie,, in their pre-,ent form, wit hout regard to th e orig inc:,l extent of any
ef them, except such as re late to York, Cumberlancl, and L incoln, prio r
to the year 1790.
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quantity, or the proportion of each description, to
every 1000 acres on an average. 'fhus it appears,
that, to each 1000 acres in the settled part of Maine,
there are, on an average, 838 acres of improvable
land, 10~ acres of waste land, 47 acres covered
with water, &c. The proportions vary considera allly in different counties, as, for instance, Lincoln
contains the least share of improvable land, being
80~, and the north part of Hancock the greatest,
being 929. The north part of Hancock has the
least coverrd with water, being but 014, and Kennebeck the most, being 099, &c. &.c. It will be
remembered, that the estimates in this a~d the following tables, do not include the whole of every
county ; but only those towns and plantations which
were so far settled, as to be included in the valuation of 1810. The returns were very incomplete
from some counties, and no doubt in some instances irregular from· all ; but as they were examined
and corrected by a committee of the Legislature, for
the purpose of ascertaining, not so much the absolute as the relative value, they doubtless may be
considered as a tolerably just standard of comparison. With regard however to the quantity of bread
stuff annually produced, which is shewn in the following table, they are much underrated.
The
cause of this may be seen in the facts, that the returns are made from the statements of each individual, as to his own property ; that these statements
are to be made the basis of taxation ; and that people are not too apt to overrate the value of thei r
property, when it is to be taxed.
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TABLE II.
Estimate of the quantity of bread stuff produced annually, the
average product per acre, and the p1·oportion of inhabitants, to each acre employed in tillage..
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In judging of the fertility of the District from
the statements in the foregoing table, it should he
observed, that land actually employed in tillage,
cannot he concealed; therefore the quantity, stated
• Whether the superiority, here indicated, as to the average fertility
of the county of Kennebeck, is owing to superior natural fertility of
the soil, or to a higher state M cultivation, will not here be decided .
That county possesses many enterprising and intelligent gentlemen, who
have devoted more attention to the science, as well as practice of agri •
culture, than perhaps may be found in any other part of the District ;
and the effect produced on the county generally, by the stimulus oftheir1
example and exertions, may be at least sufficient to account for the dis parity in the table, and probably in some instances much greater.

t The returns from Hancock, Washington, and Penobscot are not
sufficiently full to exhibit a fair statement of their absolute product; the
quantities are therefore omitted. The relative proportions of the differ ent articles however, is believed to be as correct as in other counties.
Hancock and Penobscot ought, as to their natural fertility, to be
classed with Lincoln and Kennebeck, and ,vashington, on the sea coast ,
with York .
fj

2,7
3,3
3,3
4,5
.'3,8
3,8
4,5
4,9
5,5
--3,6
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is probably near the truth; but the produce of the
land is seldom so accurately known, even to the
owner, much less to the officers, who assess the tax.
From this it may be concluded, that the absolute
product per acre is muclt greater, than is here represented, and the estimate should be considered rather as relative to the proportions between the several counties.
On another account the table is not a correct
standard, by which to judge of the ability of the
District to export, or supply itself with bread.
The returns, from which it is drawn, exhibit only
so much, as is produced from tilled lands, while a
very considerable proportion of the different kiads
of bread stuff, raisetl in the District, is produced on
new lands, which have never been tilled, and were
not included in the valuation. The whole quantity therefore is much greater, than here stated;* as
is JJrobably, in some degree, the disparity between
the several counties.
If the quantity per acre, of each kind of grain
separately, could be correctly ascertained, the difference between the produ9ts in the several counties would appear much greater as to several articles, than is here stated, as the geueral average.
As, for instance, in the county of York, where but a,
very small p1:oportion of wheat appears ; Indian
eorn is by far the most productive crop, and its being cultivated in much the greatest proportion rais• The state of agriculture also is generally, though not al-ways,much
lower in the less populous counties ; and in very few instances is the
land in Maine cultivated to the degree which would exhibit a fair specimen of what it is capable of producing, if th best and most economical
methods of husbandry were pursued .
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es the compa1·ative fei·tility of that county higher '
than would otherwise appear ; while in Penobscot,
which exhibits the greatest proportion of wheat,
there is a greater degree of equality in the quantities produced per acre of the <lifferent kinds.
On the sea board, crops of wheat may he estimated to vary from 7 to 1~ bushels per acre ; in the
interior, from 15 to '"10b11Shels. In the eastern part
of the district, Indian corn may be rated at from
~0 to 30 bushels ; in the western, from 30 to 40
bushels per acre. In the most northerly settlements, from which. no returns were made, the proportion of wheat raised, and its quantity per acre,
are considerably higher, than in other parts. In
the settlements near the northeastern frontier, the
average crop of wheat is stated to be about 33 bushels, and in Penobscot, instances occur of crops exceeding ;,0 bushels per acre on land no better than
is usually cultivated.*
Mr . Blodget, in his Statistical Manual for the
United States, has given a table, formed principally from the communications of respectable and intelligent gentlemen to President Washington, in
answer to his inquiries to ascertain the quantity of
different articles produced per acre in the principal
parts of the United States; which, as it may serve
to shew the 'relative rank which ~f aine ought to
bold in an agricultural point of view, is here inserted, with an estimate for Maine subjoined.
"' In one or two instances, near 60 bushels of wheat haye been pr oduced on an acre.
,
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.llverage bushels per acre.
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• ngan
/._commoncropll
1520303v
15ll50 200
) good crop
.12 3'.>40 45 45 35 300 350
New York l common crop 10 12 14 25 25 161 90 100
PennsylvaSgood crop
3 .; 35 40 45 45 35 300 350
nia
common crop iO 12 13 15 15 16 65
75
.5good crop
j O 30 35 35 35 30 250 250
New Jersey ( common crop 9 11 12 14 14 15 60
65
Delaware
Sgood crop
35 35 34 56 36 30 250 250
~ common crop 10 12 13 15 15 16 6.'.> 65
Sgood crop
30 35 35 45 i 45 30 150 150
Virginia
( common crop 7 9 9 25125 15 6<J 75
Sgood crop
25 20 25\45\4~ 20 60
75
Carolina
l_common crop 6 to 8 1 23 23 15 50 50
Sgood crop
40 45 45· 45 45 35 350 400
Western
l_common crop 25 ~5 36 37 37 40 200 300
States

t

Louisiana
Maine

good crop

40 40 40 40 40 25 .200 350

14
0

S good crop*
35 40 140 40
( common crop l 5 15 181 25

sov *500
200\

Perhaps the agricultural ability of Maine, or
~t least the proportion which agriculture bears to
other pursuits, may be farther estimated by the pr,oportion between the number of acres employed in
tillage, and the whole population of the towns and
plantations, from whence the estimates are taken!
This is exhibited in the two last columns of table
• This estimate as to the best crops produced in Maine has been ques tioned by respectable gentlemen in Massachusetts Proper, as too large.
I have endeavored in all the estimates throughout the work, to guard
against excess, and in this case am ivery confident that crops have been
produced in Maine, considerably greater than here stated . In the west ern part of the District I have often lieard of crops of Indian corn ex ceeding 50 bushels per acre. In Penobscot county I have evidence, which
l I cannot discredit, of crops of wheat exceeding the rate of 45 bushels ,
potatoes 700 bushels, and turnips 1300 bushels per acre .
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II. in this chapter, (page 83 ;) in the last of which
is the number of persons in each county respectively, averaged to each acre, employed in tillage of
every kind in that county ; and in the last but one,
is the number of persons to each acre, employed in
raising bread stuffs only, exclusive of all other articles. The numbers vary much in the different
counties. On the average of the District it appears,
that there are forty eight persons to every ten acres,
or four and eight tenths to every acre, anuually employed in raising corn, grain, ancl pulse ; and that
there are thirty six persons to every ten acres, or
three and six tenths to every acre, employed in tillage of all kinds. Of these persons, about one fifth
part consists of males between the ages of 16 and 45
years, and if we may suppose the numbers above
and below those ages to make up for the infirm
and professional men within them, then that proportion of the population may be considered as the
efficient physical strength of the District, or the
measure of its ability for those kinds of productive
labor, which require the strength of an able man.
And, supposing the average product per acre to be
no more than stated in the table, (viz. f7 busheis,)
then, with pro.per management, the labor of one
fourth part of the able bodied men, or one twenti ..
eth of the whole population, in the summer season,
would be sufficient to supply all the inhabitants
with bread, and leave a considerable surplus for
exportation, while the remaining hands could be
spared for the other branches of husbandry, and
for the various purposes of commerce, manufact~res, &.c~&c~
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Besides the products, yielded to the labor of the
husbandman in cultivating the soil, the clearing of
new lands affords other articles of much importance
in the export trade of Maine, viz. lumber of various kinds, anti potash. }~very beginner on a new
farm has it in his power, if he pleases, to furnish
for the market a considerable amount of one or other of these a1·tides. But, as no means are at hand
for ascertaining sati !o,
factorily the quantities of these,
as well as other products exported, or prepared for
the market; any attempt to estimate their amount or
value , is for the p1·escnt omitted.

-

CHAPTER V.
PROGRESS

OF POPULATION.

'I"a E population of Maine at different periods,
and its annual rate of increase between each period,
are exhibited in the following table. The numbers
in the years 1772, 1777,and 1784are estimated from
the number of 1·atable polls at those periods, the
succeeding a1·efrom the general census.
TABLE I .
Population of
.A. D.

1750
1772 .
1777
1784
1790
1800
1810

JJ-faine.

INnmber of !{ate of
inhabitants . mcreas ~
per ann.
10,000
*
29,088
5
42,241
8
41
56,321
2°
96,308
9.!2
150,939
41.
4
228,767
4.1
4

---

• The rate of increase in this and all the succe eding tables is com poun<led on th e numbers at the beginning of any period, and the num ~~rs are involved in th e general mass at the next p.erioq.

l
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The difference, observable in the averr,.ge ratio
of increase before and since the year 1790, it will
be readily supposed is owing to the greater proportion of immigrants before, than since that period, and not to irregularity in the natural increase.
Any future increase in the population of l\ilaine,
will doubtless he affected in a greater or less degree by the fluctuations of that in the neighbouring
States; and to enable us to judge more correctly on
the subject, it may be useful to consider the course
of population in the United States during the whole
of the foregoing period ; and its variations among
the several States since the revolution.
TABLE II.
Population of the United States.
A. D.

N um b er o f !Rate
I· of
inhabitants.
increase
per ann.

1750
1774
1782
1790
1800
1810

I,17"9 ,259
2,141,307 '
2,389,300
3,929,326
5,362,767
7,122,502

-

,, l

-<·2

2
6
3.!.
4
3

It is to be remarked here, that during almost
the whole of the period from 1760 to 1782 the country at large was suffering under the distresses of war,
or the anxieties of an unsettled peace, resembling
more, nearly the gloom and preparation of a temporary armistice. Such circumstances are extremely unfavorable to the general population of a country, though perhaps comparatively favorable to that
of some particular sections, whose situation might
seem to promise some d~gree of exemption from the
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general calamity, experienced or impending ; or,
offer some advantage~, arising from the activity excited by a state of warfare. These sections therefore might increase their population to a great degree, though at the expense of other parts of the
country; and one of these perhaps may have been
a principal cause of the difference between the increase of Maine, and that of the rest of the United
States during this period.*
.A.fterthe peace of 1;'83, the many and novel incitements, offered by a nation just risen to political
existence, and the vast fields, which a country like
this appeared to open for the reward of industry
and enterprize, and the gratification of cupidity and
ambition drew crowds of foreigners to its shores,
and increased the aggregate ratio of 1>opulation to
an extraordinary degree. About the year 1.790 the
novelty was in a measure wearing off. the flood of
immigration had reached its height, and the troubles, then commencing in Europe, soon confined the
industrious, and opened new fields for the employment of the idle and the ambitious at home; since
which, it is believed, that the United States have
receivec\ very few, if any, more inhabitants from
foreign countries, than they have lost by emigrations of their native citizens.
Attempts have frequently been made, by men
of enlightened understanding, and deep research,
to ascertain the proportion in which the human
""The same causes, since the year 1810, will perhaps be fou'ld to
have produced a sensible fluctuation in the populat:on of the different
States greater than ever before experienced, and tending from the Atlan t ic to the Wes tern States .
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race naturally increases under circumstances favorable to population. Their estimates have often differed from each other, and perhaps no one has been
made, which would apply equally to all countries,
or to every part of the same country. The situation of the United States, and the increase of its
population since the year f790, seem to justify the
opinion, that the natural increase in this country is,
in a compound ratio, not far from 3 per cent. per
annum, which produces a duplication of inhabitants
in a little more than ~3 years. Supposing this to
be the true ratio, it is easy to ascertain what has
been the number of emigrants, including their natural increase, between any of the periods, in which
the whole numbers have been known. The importance of some estimate of this kind, as it may serve
to throw some light on the probabilities with regard
to the future population, not only of Maine, but al.
so of other States, may perhaps · render the follow.
ing tables and observations not wholly uninteresting
to many readers.
Without entering into elaborate details to prove
that the average annual ratio of the natural increase in the United States is 3 per cent. the fact
will be assumed, and in support of it, besides the
arguments which might be drawn from the actual
increase during the last :20year~, and from the estimates of others at different times, it will he suffi.
cient to observe, that, if any very different ratio is
assumed as the standard, the result will give a
'
gain or loss, at different times,
by migration only,
beyond all credible boun<ls. It must be admitted,
however, that perhaps no uniform ratio will apply
6
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with equal exactness to all the States in the Union,
nor to any one State at all times, and under all circumstances.*
It is as much as can be expected, if
it is near the truth on the average; and the reader
will mal{e, for himself, such allowances as are required hy the peculiar circumstances of different
States.

TABLE nt.
Estimate qf the gain dnd loss, exclusive of the natm·al incre~,
in tlze United States.t
A. D.
1-"'----------'-I

From 1750 to L7. 4
l774to
1782
1'782 to 790
1790 tb 1800
1800 to 1810

Gain by
Loss by
•,mmigration. emigra tion.
252,588
308,746
918.808
97,470
63 ,605

From this table it appeat·s, that, during the tur.bulence and anxiety of the period t'rom 1750 to
f 782, (he t~e1,1.Colonies lost of their nath ·e inhabitants tipwards of half a million more than they
gained by the immigration of foreigners, or nearly
a.fourth part of their ~hole numbers.t
From 1782
• But it 1nay be said, th11t those circumstances which are unfriendly
to the natural increase, are the same in effect, as those which induce ~
Jn•opottidnate degree of emigratio~, and vice versa. The consequences,
thtrefore, ~ay be ~onsidered the same, whether the gain or loss in th~
population is o.ccasioned ,by the flu~ ~d reflL.x of migration, or a greater or iess degre _e of natural increase .

f Louisiarta and the territorial
estimate.

governJ:Aents are not included in this

t How far th1s loss was owing to en,iigra~iorts, diminution in the
'itar,ural increase, or the ravages of war, separately considered, it is impossible to determine, nor is it material. The f~ct, taken in connexion
with the history of the country during the time, i_li sufficient to show
t he destructive effects which war, or political embarra~ :sm.ents, rn,ayhat e
,on ~he popv.lation of a young country like this:•

'
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to 180tl the United States gained more than a mil~
lion of foreigners, besides the natural increase of
the former inhabitants, (which is hardly a fifth of
the whole population at the latter period ;) and from
that to 1,;,10 they have lost upwards of sixty thou ,,
sand. The principal part of this last loss is l)roh ~
ably absorbed by Louisiana, and the western ter ..
ritories, and may therefore be conside1·ed as nearly

nominal.

I
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TABLE IV.*
Estimate of the balance of mig,rations to ,or from the several
States; or, their gain and loss of population, exclusive of the
natural increase.
•

Gain by immigrations .
: .
S ~ : . _S_ _ _· -:--:-c-.

-.~l-s-

0 0
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p.00
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~,,..,

States.

00
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] .s ]
.s ] s ] .s ] s ] .s
§- -.::
§
~
§
~
§g §
~
§g §~
..., 1--_z-'s_,
__ Z_,...;_
z.., ....s z..., 1--.... z_, •a..; z.., ~ z.., ·-s
+-'

Maine
Newhampshire
Vermont
Massachusetts prop.
Rhode Island
New York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Delaware
Maryland
Virginia
North Carolina
South Carolina
Georgia
Kentucky
Ohio
Tennessee

c;O

c,f;;:
~

-- 0

32,628
9,491
10,237
6,250
1,580
44,000
8,320
46,800
2,120
13,950
41,825
48,000
24,080
62,000
50,000
39,128
40,000

l½
8

25,709
37,613

22,207
31
5,321
4 88,120
15 21,139
6 31,173
16 14,994
15 31,646
9 243,610
4 , 141,751
7 34,873
5 J ,048

56

½

3 21,412
5 26,161
14
19
8 39,827
15 10,934
60
67
33
1,586 .43
7 131,090
13 175,717
22
25
9 18 1486 12
2,753
27
30
22
24
17
21
8
9
10
9,814 14
1 52,072
2 34,434
1 132,228
4 110,432
3 67,124
2 120,221

I

7
22
21
75
48
21
29
17
34
27
23
11
17
4
8
5
6

Loss by emigration.
New ham pshire
Massachusetts prop.
Rhode Island
Connecticut
4,764
New Jersey
Delaware
Maryland
Virginia
North Carolina
Corolina
- South
__________

5,329
84,729
44

,:____,c,,_

11,614

______________

77,845
35,597
14,9121
78,753
121,605
49,523

31,909
94,571
15,692
74,400
37,377
I 3,451
87,927
'.202,835
77,132
47,950

56

~

* The number of inhabitants per square mile in this table, is calculated on the whole number of square miles in each State, without any
allowance for water or waste land. Probably if the quantity of improveable land in each State could be ascertained, the relative number of in-

•
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It may be rationally supposed, that in countries
situated like the United States, a part of the inhabi-tants of any State r section will begin to migrate to
some other when the avel'age of the population approaches tosomecertaiu degree of density. 'fhisdegree will vary with the circumstances and situation of
the tlifferent States affording the surplus, and the
encouragement offered to immigrants in the places
which are open for their reception. Those States, which are commercial and manufacturing, as well
_as agricultural, will, with equal ease and convenience, furnish the comforts and luxuries of life, to
a much greater population, than those, which are
wholly, or chiefly agricultural ; and among those
which are principally agricultural, it will be found,
that where the most improved method of culti vatio~
-is pursued; the land most equally divided among
all classes of people; farms most easily and securely transferred from one to another; and the
laws and habits of the people the least favorable
to the monopolies of overgrown landlords ; the
drains upon the population will not commence so
early, as where the reverse is the case. The influence also of slavery on the density of population ,
may be considered as injurious on many accounts .
The nature of the principal products of the soil,
whether they consist of the more important arti habitants to each, would appear very different . And this should be
borne in mind in all those calculations on the probabilities of migrat ion,
which may be founded on the proportionate density of popula t ion.
It will be seen, by the increase of the numbers per squa re mi le, al
each period, that the actual population of evci·y State, has been coHtinually increasing, and that th.e losses of some of t hem by e1nigr~tic,n
amount only to a p art of th eir natural incre ase.
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cles for the food of man, or such as serve more immediately for the purposes of commerce, may be
another circumstance affecting the question. And
to some of th~se principles, or a combination of
them, niay probably be referred the relative population of the several States, when the balance of
migration began to be against them.
With but a slight acquaintance with the char acter and situation of the several States in the Union, it will be perceived, that gene1·ally the most
commercial of the State s have acquired the greatest
degree of population per square mile, before their
increase began to emigrate ; and the pl~nting or
agricultural States, the least.* It is not, however,
equ!J.lly true, that, of the new States or sections,
those which are he~t situated for commerce have
received the greatest proporlion of the surplus population of the others. The current of emigration
has probably been directe(l more by adventitious
and temporary circumstances, than by any well
founded calculations on the aggregate and perma nent advantages of any particular section.
The immigrations to ~Iaine have been almost
exclusively from the New England States. On
inspecting the preceding table, it will appear, that
since the year 1790, these States have furnished a
surplus of population vastly greatei·, than has been
acquired by Maine. It is an important question,
• It appears also, that (excepting in Newhampshire, for which anoth er cause may be assigned,) the population in the principal slave hold ing States begins to flow off at a less degree of density, than in the
others. Whether this is among the effects of slavery, or is owing to
som~ of the other causes alluded to, is not pretended to be k nown. It .
furnishes , howev er, a very inter e,,ting subject of inquiry.
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whether this circumstance is owing so much to any
substantial difference between the aggregate advantages, possesged by the different sections, to which
this illrplus has been applied, as to a difference in
the character and extent of the exertions made, or
encouragement offered by the Legislatures of the
several States, or the individual proprietors of their
wild lands, to facilitate the access to, or develop
and increase the resources ancl advantaa,:es of their
respective unsettled territories. The consideration
of this question would lead to more extensive observations on the circumstances and policy of other
States, than are consistent with the d~sign of this
work. It is to be presumed however, that the Legislators and land holders of Massachusetts will
not be inattentive to a question, in which their interests are so deeply involved.
_ ,.rhe number of inhabitants, which the original
New ~~ngland States contained at the time when
it may be be supposed that their surplus population
began to emigrate, is, on the average, not far from
40 to the squa1·e mile. The soil and climate of
Maine is, on the whole, as favorable to agl'icultural pursuits, as the average of the rest of New Englanrl: perhaps in some respects more so. It contains as little waste land. Its a«lvantages for manufacturing purposes are at least eqnal, if not superior. For internal communication, foreign comme1·ce, and the fisheries, it is vastly better situated.
It may therefore be reasonably presumed, that if
its inhabitants should be left free to pursue those
occupations, which their interest requires, and their
situation admits, it will support a population a-s
'--'
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great as any othe1·of the States ; and that it will continue to increase at a rate, at least equal to that of its
whole natural increase, and probable something
more, until it shall have arrived to the degree of
average density, at which the increase of othep
States has begun to look abroad for establishments.
,..fhough the population of Maine has not been
encouraged by those extraordinary exertion.;;, which
have been made in other new States; its increase
has been, if not at all times so great as in some, yet
more uniform, than that of any other State in the
Union ; and, considering the great number of emigrants, annually furnished by the other New England States, it is highly probable, that with proper encouragement, it may continue to increase in
tbe same, or a greater ratio, as long as it has much
wild land at market at a reasonable price ·; and it is
equally prohable that, if efficacious measures should
be pursued to render the extensive interior accessible to immigrants, , Maine would 1·eceive much
greater share of the surplus of the neighbouring
States, than it ever yet has done, until the proportion between them should be brought nearly to an
equilibrium.
What time will he requisite to effect this, may in some measure be judged from the
following table, which exhibits a prospective view
of the future population at different degrees of increase, until it shall average about 40 persons t9
the square mile.
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Estimate of the future population oj' Maine at differen.t rates of
increase .f1·omthe present number of inhabitants.
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From this table it will appear what effect differe·nt degrees of encouragement, offered in J.\!laineto '
the surplus emigL·ation from the neighboring States,
1nay produce in anticipating the full population,
and consequent wealth and strength of the DiStrict.
The population of Maine has hitherto been considered collectively only; but, to judge of the physical strength; value, or progress of improvement of
its different parts, it is necessary to ascertain: as
far as may be, the variations in the a.bsolute and
relative progress of tbose parts. It is not easy for
this purpose to divide the District into such sections,
as will present each its uniform feature in this particular. 1.,he several coµnties, however, will ex• It will be reQ}embered, that the ratio of natural, increase is estci.mated at 3 per cent. compounded annually ; the act:ual increase of 1'!{aine,
including immigrations, has nev~r been less than 4,!, and has sometimes ~xceeded 9 per cent. The increase by judicioui. encouragement,
;.tis supposed, may be raised to 6 per ,4:ent.and pos sibly hi!;;'h~r.
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The number of sc.1nare
miles in each county comprehends only that part
of it, which in the year 1.810 ·was included 'within
the limits of incoporated towns and plantations;
the number of inhabitants per square mile also relates only to the same.
On inspecting the table, and comparing it with
the map, it will be seen, that in the year i772,
nearly l1alf the population of the llistrict was COllr
tained within the county of York; and that the
territory east of Androscoggin river contained hut
little 1nore than one sixth of the whole. In 17Q0
the numbers east of that river amounted to nearly
half the inhabitants of the District; and in i810
had considerably exceeded that proportion; the
settlement of ~{aine having begun, principally, near
its southwtstern extremity, and proceeded gradually, in nearly a northeast direction. The reason
of this circumstance may appear, at first sight,_ in
· the supposition that the greatest advantages, either for commerce or agriculture, were to be found in
the southwest -quarter ; which however is not the
fact, but rather the reverse. The true reasons most
probably are, the adventitious settlement of that
quarter in the first instance; and its greater {lroximity to, and facility of communication with the 0th_,er New England States, from which most of the
inhabitants of Maine have been originally derived.
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It will appear, from this and the preceding tables, that the counties of York, Cumberlarnl, and
Lincoln arc peopled to a degree, at which. it may
be supposed they will, insteacl of receiving a balance of immigrants, lose a part of their natural increase, in furnisl1ing inhabitants to the less populous counties to the north ancl east of them. York
already supplies a considerable balance of emigrant~
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to other places; Cumberland but barely retains its
natural increase ; and the immigrations to Lincoln
are fast declining. These facts, compared with
the numb~·s per square mile in those counties, afford an argument in favor of the it1ea, suggested re specting the degree of density, at which the popu.
1ation, under the present circumstances of the country, begins to furnish a surplus to other places;
and it may be rationally concluded, that in addition to what may be expected from other quarters ·,
these counties will soon furnish a considerable
supply of settlers to the vacant lands in other parts
of the District.
'There are generally but few migratfons to any
distant country, when its population is so full, that
there is but little vacant land to he obtained, or the
price of it is high. All the. middle and southei~n
States, except New York, Pennsylvania, and Georgia, have for the last ten years furnished large numbers of inhabitants to the ,\r este1·n States. A large
prop01·tion of the surplus population of New England has gone to the same States, or to the western part of ·New York. If the migration sl1ould
continue, even ·without increasing for 40 years tp
come, it will, with t.he natural increase of the Western S~ates, increase their population to a greater
number for every square mile, than is now to li@found in any of the Atlantic States, if we except
J\,lassachusetts Proper, Connecticut, and Rhode
Island. Long before this can take place, the price
of land will necessarily rise very nearly to its full
:intrinsic value, at any rate held too hig;h, and ret a.inecl with too much. ten~city to be obtaiued by

POPULATION.
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tne poorer classes (which form the greater part) of
emigrants, or to hold out any sufficient temptation
to induce the more wealthy to forsake their friends
or exchange their accustomecl comforts and habits
for whatever local advantages the western country
1nay possess.
'rhc climate and soil of Maine, with
its superior advantages of situation for foreign com1nercr,, fisheries, and manufactures, render it more
congenial to the habits and cha1·acter of New England people, than any other section of the Union.
1-"his, with the rapi<lly increasing population, and
consequent a~culty of obtaining land in the western country, migl1t, one would suppose, at no very
distant day, turn the attention of the emigrants from
the New England States, towartls Maine.
If then
:2. mistaken policy should not discourage it, the increase of the population of the District, may be expected much to exceed that of any former time.
Such an event may be much accelerated by liberal
and efficient measures, seasonably q,dopted and executed, to open its vacant territory to the market ;
or, by discouraging neglect, it may be retarded, until the populat· im1mlse toward the west shall have
grown into a habit so firmly fixe<l, that no measures ,vhatever will turn its course, or materially
cl1eck its progress, at any point. To realize in any
degree the advantages, which opportunity may offer, the measures pursued must be liberal, systematic, and permanent.
avering or temporary expe(lients, and half way measures, discourage those,
for whose benefit they are intended, and generally
end in loss and disa.ppointment to the projectors.
They must also be seasmiably adopt~d, and put in

,v
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a train of execution. People generally judge of wha t
they may depend on in future, from what has been.
alre ady, or from what they actually see in a course
of progressive operation; and they cannot he in ..
duc ed to trust tg promising appea·rances and en encouragements, which have been long reiterated ,
and the execution of which does not, in some degree, keep pace with, if not in aclvance of their
reasonable expectations.
The current of immigration to the interior of
Maine, though at times it has been comi,arative1y
great, yet has fallen far short of what it migh t
have been, had the natural advantages, and the primary interests of the District been properly and
iea.sonably understood and cherished.
Since the
year 181.0, it has very much abated, and is now .
fast inclining to the western country. Perhaps it
rests with the present actors on the stage of life, tO'
produce its reflux by timely exertions to open new
fields for its reception; or, by irresolute procrasti nation to lose the opportunity, and virtually dos e
the tloor against it, perhaps forever.

...

,

CH.APTER VI.
COMMERCE.

foreign commerce of ~'.Iaineconsists prin cipally in exports of lumber, fish, potash, beef, pork ,
,a proportion of corn and :flour, &c. and a small
share of manufactures; and in imports of colonia l
1noduce, from the West Indies, and manufactnret l
articles, with salt, iron, hemp, &c. &c. front J~urope, and other. places. 1~his is carried on d irect~
THE
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ly from the different ports in Maine to the markets
in foreign countries, and also indirectly through
other ports in the United States.
Besides its
' foreign commerce, Maine furnishes large supplies
of fish and lumber for the consumption of Massachusetts, and other States in the Union, and receives in return their r~w products and manufac tures, as well as foreign articles. Its foreign commerce, both direct and indirect, and its domestic
eoasting trade, are so intimately blewled, that it is
pe1·haps impossible to ascertain, with any tolerable exactness, the value of each, or the amount of
the whole. A. very large proportion of the exports
~re shippe~ coastwise to Boston, and other ports in
Massachusetts, as well as to other parts of the United States, where they are partly sold for inland
eonsumption, and partly reshipped for foreign mar ..
kets, when they become absorbed in the general
account of exports of the place, whence they are reshipped. It~ direct imports also from foreign countries are frequently, after entry and payment of
duties, transpol'ted to Hoston, and other places, for
a market ; at the same time its consumption of foreign articles is supplied from importations, entered
in other places, principally in Massachusetts.
For
these reasons, the ordinary methocl of ascertaining
the extent of commerce, from the amount of reve.
nue produc;ed, affords but very inconclusive evidence as to the amount of the whole trade of J\laine.
But it was not intended under this head to en ter into minute statements or disquisitions on the
commerce of Maine, either foreign or domestic ;
Hut principally to furnish some grounds for judg ~

Chap.
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ing of the connexion between the relative wealth,
and the direct foreign commerce of differ .rit parts
of the District, from which mi~ht be inferred its
importaµce to the interior country. }"'or this ptirpose, in the subjoined table, is inserted an abstract
of the amount of revenue produce<l in different sections of Maine for six years; ending with the year
t810; which, as it embraces equal periods of time,
before and after the commencel)l~n{of the embargo
system, may he considered a sufficiently correct and
fair specimen, for a general view of the subject;
though it is not' perfectly accurate, on account oi
some deficiencies in the statements of the revenue
'
produced in some of the smaller ports. It is believed, however, that the errors are not of su_fficient
importance to affect materially the resulting con ..
1
clusions.
TABLE I.
Estimate of the proportions of population, wealth, and amount
of revenue in different sectidns of the Dist1·ict.
..

'

-

2

From York to From Bath
Portland, (both to ,valdoinclusive .)
borough.

\

Amount nf revenue for 3
years, ending with 1807.
Proportions of the same,
(1000 being the integer.)
Proportions of population
in-1805.
Proportions of absolute
wealth in 1805.
Amount of revenue for 3
years; ending with 1810.
Proportions of the same.
Proportions of population
in 1810.
·
Proportions of absolute
wealth in 1810. .·

J

J

5949,979

J

J§
J
I

8172,085

84 ,3,306

,815

,148

,453

,363

,591

,299

,110
fg98,435"

,689

$93,490
,151

,450

· ,385

,160
,165

,362

,160

$426,847
;

3
Froml'enobscot to Passamaquoddy.

,, ,037

.

,184

·., .

~478

"

'

-

•• Near t,wo thirds of this sum was col'lected in the port of Paisama-

8,

I

i
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In this table the whole District is considered as
divided into three sections. The first, comprehending all the ports ~rom York to Portland, includes
the population and wealth of the counties of York,
Cumberland, and Ox.ford, with the markets which
supply their -inhabitants generally. The second
includes the counties of Lincoln, Kennebeck, and
Somerset., with the channels for their trade. The
rthird, from Penobscot to Passamaquoddy, includes
the whole of Hancock, Penobscot, and Washington. 'This mode of division will probably exhibit, more correctly than any other, ·the connexion
between the populati~n, absolute wealth,_ and import -trade of different parts of the District, at one
view; though perhaps the trade between the contiguous parts of different sections, may occasion
some slight inaccuracy.
Comparing the amount of revenue in the several sections-, with the proportions of actual wealth,
and also with their population, it will he seen, that
the direct foreign trade, ( at least so far as is indicated by the amount of revenue it produces,) is pro•
'
.
portionally much greater in the more wealthy, than
in the poorer sections ; and that the disparity in

i

,)

quodcly alone, in one yedr, (1809.) The net revenue from this port in
any former year has not exceeded 33000. The amount in the table for
this perioc: is deficient, as the cp-llections for 1810, in the ports ol Machias and Passamaqlioddy, were not known; perhaps, however, some
estimate of the amount may be drawn from the exjJense of collection~
which in Passamaquoddy this year, (1810,) was ,S18,876. In the preceding year it was $4-,879,but has not amounted to Sl,500 in any former year. The expense of collection in Portland, which has gene1·ally
paid more than half the revenue of the District, has generally averaged
but about $6,600 per annum for the six years, and in no one year has.
much exceeded $9,000. See Chap. X, and the:fonowing.

/
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their commerce or we~lth is greater, than tl1at in
their populatima : fro~ which it may be inferred,
that the direct foreign commerce is an important
cause of their inc~ease of wealth ; and that, though
a larger proportion of the trade of tlie less popu lous a1Hlpoorer parts of the District, may be carried on coastwise, yet it is less advantageous than
the foreign -trade; for it ·is evident, that the latter
is pursuecl to a greater proportional extent, as
soon as any part of the col,lntry becomes suffici~ntlJ populo!!s and wealthy to afford the neces~nry
capital ; ·~nd, even if conducted ( as is more fre guently the case in the fir'st outset) on borrowed capitals, the profits are immediately absorbed in, and
discovered by, the increase in the general wealth of
the inhabitants.
A recollection of the sitn ation of the District for
a series of years, p-rior to 18'.f'O,with a comparison
of the amount of revenue produced in tlifferent
years under different circumstances ; and of the
variations of indivi,lnal or relative wealth, as exhibited in table 8, chapter X; and some of the oh"'
servations following that -table, may s.erve to ~llustrate the truth of the position.
But; it is not contended, that J.\!Iaine must owe
. its prosperity to-its direct foreig-n commei·ce alone.
'l.,hat which is indirect, and its <lomestic coastin g
tracle, contrib1~te each its share. And the im mediate and direct effect of all is, perhaps, less impor tant, than their indirect effect in , stamping a real
yalue on the produce of its forests, which, other wise would be wholly wasted . in clearing them,
and in- increasing the value · of its f\gl'icuHural 1n·o.

[Chap. 6.
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ducts ; ·thus enco:uraging I its imp1·ovement,
ancl
.
stimulating and rewarding the labors of the cultivators of the soil.*
That Maine possesses abundant resources for
foreign commerce, can scarcely be doubted. In '
its present state, were the attention of its inhabitauts directed sufficiently to agriculture, it must export large quantities of beef, pork, flour, corn, &c.
&c. Its supply of lumber; and of materials for pot' ash, is immense; and its resources for the fisheries
are almost inexhaustible,
Its situation too is pe~uliarly favorable. 'The numerous rivers, wbich
intersect it, afford conveyance for lumber, &c. to
the markets ; and perhaps no country of equal extent possesses more or better harbors. The hab ..
f 'its of the people are inclined very generally to commercial pursuits, as far as they have opportunity;
and the prosperity of the District is, perhaps more
than any other part of the United States, affected
by the freedom of, or restraints upon, its commerce.
\

r

• The same circumstances which affect these, may also he supposed
t o have a corresponding effect on the increase of population, By turning to table 3, chapter V, (p. 42,) and recollecting the different ciroumstances in which the country at large has at times been involved, it will
be perceiv ed, that whenever the political situation of the country has
been such as may be presumed to have subjected its commerce to emparrassment and restriction. the population has diminished, and. vice
v e1·sa. As far as the statements in this chapter may be allow ~d to admit of general application, they, with 1i1econsiderations above suggest ed, and the statements in chapter X, may furnish evidence, tha1! peace,
commerce, a~riculture, population, and individual wealth are (at least in
this country) more intimately connected with, and dependent on each other, than many people seem to have imagined . The relations of either of
these to th€ other ! as cause and effect, need not here be inquired into .

I
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CHAP1rER VII.
MANUFACTURES.

('

No authentic data are known to exist ·for ,'estimating, with any degree of correctness, the progress
of mannfact~res in Maine ; ancl the ·only guide we
bave to a knowledge of their amount, at any time, '
is t_he return n1ade at the census of f810; yet even
this, though professedly complete, falls far short of
the actual amount; and the enumeration of articles
is far less full in ~laine, than in Massachusetts
Proper, and the rest of the United States ; therefore, to compare merely the totals of each would
give but a very incorrect view of the relative product of the manufacturing industry of the District ;
which can he judged of fairly, only by comparing
the amount of each ;uticle by itself.
The amount of the manufacturing establishments, with their annual products, and those of
bou.seholtl industry, as far as can be ascertained
from the retuans, are exhihitecl in the following ta ..
ble; together with the ~mount of the same kinds in
Massachusetts Proper, and in the whole of the
U nitetl States.
t

I

I

'
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TABLE I.
Statement of manufactures in 1810.
Manufactures.

In Maine.

Massachusetts Proper.

Un1te<1
States.

Cotton cloth
yds. ill,912
16,581,299
mended and unnamed do. ycls. 1,020,047
22,131,533
\\Toollen
do.
y<ls. 453,410
4,004,280
Total
yds. 2,285,369 4,055,069 42, 71 7, I _12
Average to each person yds .
11½
Bi
Loooms
No.
16,057
22,564
325,392
Carding"' machines
No.
75
180
1,776
\Vool carded
lbs. 450,255
797,236 7,417,261
Average carded by each lbs.
6,oos
4,429
4,23~
Fulling mills
No.
59
221
1,682
Cloth dressed
yds. 357,386
730,948 5,452,960
Average by each mill
y~s.
6,057
3,30_i
3,Z4 l
Spindles
No.
780
.19,446 I 122,647
Hats
No.
60,1~3
142,645
457,666
Furnaces and forges
No.
37
153
""
Trip hammers
No.
14
316
Naileries
No.
6
36
410
Nails
lbs. 1,265,594 15,240,320 25,7~7,914
Average by each
lbs. 210,932
423,342
62,751
Augers
value
s2,ooo
g 10,400
Soap
value S3 I ,650 8239,697
8409,508
Shoes and -b0<;,ts
value 8135,281 g2,20J,67J ~H,686,624
Saddlery
value 324,678
S 1&6,726. 88l4,787
Tanneries
·No.
200
299
4,316
Hides and skins dressed No
55,1.53
507,620 1,242,235
Leather
value 8231,174 8 I,35.Z,639 ss,sia,250
Flax-seed oil
value
83,000
i546,982 8848,809
Spirits rlistilled
gallons 160,300 2,8.52,210 2:-J,977,167
Carriages made
value, g9,000 8122,67 4 i51,449,849
Paper
value/ 316,500
3257,451 31,689,718
Rope-walks
No.
11
29
173
Cordage
value!S'.J34,600~ S 1,030,66 I 84,243,363

6½

C)

The foregoing includes all the manufactures of
Maine, which were enumerated at the census of
:1810, together with the amount of the corresponding
articles in Massachusetts Proper, and in the whole
of the United States. It will be evident to any
one much acquainted in J\'laine, that many of its

,I
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manufactures are wholly omitted in .the enumeration. Among those omitted, ( and which were returned in the other States,) are nearly all manufactures of iron, all of gold, ~ilver, tin, lead, &c. those
of tallow and oil, wood of all kinds, &c.
To judge fairly of the relative rank, which the
manufacturing industry of Maine ought to hold; the
amount of manufactures sho~ld be compared with
the population. On this principle the following
table will show in what articles Maine exceeds,
and in what it falls short of its proportion, according to the number of its inhabitants, when 'compared with Massachusetts Proper, and also with the
aggregate of the United States .
,

I
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TABLE II.
Excess and di!ft.ciencyof nianufactures in .'h'J:aine
in proportion
to Us popu[atio'J!,,
when compared wit/I, .1llassackusetts,m~d
the United States.
Manufactures.

Yds , of cotton

Compared with
~fassachusetts.
Excess . Defic it.

cloth

Compa r ed with the
Uni ted States.
gxcess . Deficit.

2 717,032

Do. Blended and unnamed do.
306,095
Do . vVoollen
do.
324,271
340,4-50
Tot al
907,398
I
4,211
Nu mber of looms
5,561
N \lmb er of carding machines
3
18
64,522
Pounds of Wool ca1·ded
210,98~
Numbe r of fulling mills
27
.
4
23,.542
Yd5. of cloth dressed
190,781
5,425
s, 176
Nu mber of spindles
Number of hats
~,075
45,360
10
3
Num ber of furnaces, &c.
7
7
Num ber of naileries
Pounds of nails
3,797,569 459,143
Value of auge rs
S 1,665
Value of soap
g51,585 S 19,440
Value of sho es and boots
3581,57 5
815,900
Value of sadd lery
840,770
32,250
47
61
Number of tanneries
No. of hides & skins dressed
117,476
15,08 I
g2s4,658
339,414
Value of leather
S 12,330
824,380
Value of flax-seed oil
763,732
580,899
Gallons of spirits distilled
331,390
837,769
Value ofcar riages
Value of paper
S67,534
. gss,oo7
I
6
~ umber of ropewalks
Value of cordage.
Sl53,576
397,718

1

.I
Ii

"

From this table it appears, that in the manufacture of the important article of clothing, Maine, in
proportion to its population, exceeds even Massachusetts Proper; that in all those articles, which
may be considered as of prime necessity, Maine
far exceeds her proportion, when compared with the
a verag_e· of the United States ; and that the defi..

I
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ciences are, with Yery little exception, in those articles, the consumption of which is not so great, or
tlie use of which may, with less inconvenience, be
in a measure dispensed with.
The establishments for carding woo1, and for
dressing cloth, as well as those for making nails,
produce much more in proportion to their number,
than is generally averaged through the Unitell
States ; which affords evidence, that these branches of business are more profitable, anll that tl1e
demancl for their product is greater in Maine,
than in other parts of the country.* In some
manufactures of iron, Maine supplies itself; in
others, it receives considerable quantities from
Massachusetts, and elsewliere. In most, if not all
tl1ose of wood only, it is believed far to exceell its
proportion, and to export as much as it imports.
On the whole, it may be said, that in tnanufactures generally, and more especially in those of
the first importance, Maine produces as much as,
considering its superior advantages for commerce,
agriculture, and the :fisheries, is expedient, or its
situation requires : and shoulcl these advantages be
properly cherished, and all classes of the inhabi ~ Neither the climate, nor the habits of the people in Ma;ne, occa 5ion a greater demaml for clothing, than in other parts of New England;
though their situation in some respects may lead a greater proportion
to manufacture for themselves, particularly in the article of wool ; for
the raising of which the country is peculiarly favorable. The demand
for nails, it may be presumed, will always be g·reater here than in many
other places, so long as the population is increasing at the ,rate it has
been, and extending itgelf into the wildernes s, where new buildings will
be continually required ; and until lumber begins to grow so scarce or
a.ear, that people will find their account in making greater m,e of the
n1ore substantial materials of brick and st one.

9
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tants he duly encouraged in availing themselves
freely of the opportunities which nature affords-,
and for which their situation is most favorable, and
their respective habits fit them ; the reciprocally
beneficial action of these different pursuits on each
other, will render the clearing and improvement of
its wild lands, and exporting of their surplus products, more conducive to the prosperity and in«lepend~nce of the District, and to the real wealth,
and efficient resources of the nation at large, than
can possibly be experienced from the employment
of the same labor in manufacturing articles of mere
convenience and luxury.

--

CHAP'rER
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PROGRESS OF NEW SETTLEMEN'l'S.

to the yea1· 1790, no records are l{nown
to exist, from which we can ascertain ge.nerally the
progress of what may more especially be styled
new settlement.s, or those which may be supposed
to consist almost entirely of the original stock of immigrants ; but since that time the census every ten
years affords means of judging in some degree ;
though it is impossible to determine with accuracy
any one point of time, at which families begin to be
formed from the first stock; or when their increase
overbalances the annual immigrations.
In those towns ancl plantations, in which the
first settlements were begun between the years 1790
and :1800, the number in 1800 had increased to
1.3,354; and in those, which were begun between
fc,00 and t810, the numbers at the latt _er pe1iod
PREVIOUS

1

r

I
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had amounted to 9,581.* A small pa1·t of these
numbers arises from the natural increase of the original settlers, and the remainder from immigration.
It is not easy to ascertain the proportions of each
description ; but in calculating on the effect of im~igration ·s on the value of land, or the prosperity
of the country, the whole increase, during any periocl of fO years, may be considere£l as original immigrants, and then with them involved in the general mass. t Supposing then eaclt family to consist, on an average, of 5 persons, it will appear,
that those who _have been disposed to leave the older settlements, and establish themselves in the wilderneis, may be estimated as equal to about 267
families annually, during the former period, and
about 191 families annually, during the latter. As
the population of that part of the country, from
which these are derived, shall increase, the number
of families of this description will doubtless increase
also, if proper encouragement is afforded them;
and from this some calculation may be made, as to
the extent to which the remaining unsettled town-ships may be settled within any given time.
'rhe opening and population of new settlements
has not only progressed in various degrees, at cliff erent times through the District at large ; but also
"' In this estimate the numbers on the two tra~ts sold to w·illiam
"Bingha:rr. are not included.

t ,vhatever inaccuracy there may be as to the precise distinction be~
tween the number of families of original immigrants, and those descend~
ing from them ; this method of estimation is perhaps the only one now
attainable ; and it will he sufficiently correct to form a substantial basis
for the calculations, relating to the subject in the succeeding chapters ;
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among the sever~l counties at the same time, as will
appear in the following table.

CoID1ties.

York
Oxford
Cumberland
Lincoln
Kennebeck
Somerset
Hancock
Penobscot
Washington
Total

N l imber of inhab"t
I ant s.
In 1800.
I In 1810.

Settlements
Settlements
begun between begun betwee n
1790 and 1800. !800 and 1810
556
2,347
1,037
309
2,987
297
3,000
546
1,751
2,398
1,283
2,094
875
2,880
246
*329
I 13,354
9 . 58 l

The general current of adventurers irito new
townships, it will be perceived, has fl.owed with
eon8iderable regularity in a northeast direction,
until it has reached near to tht centre of the District, in the northern section of the county of l{an ..
cock.
On comparing the numbers settled in new townships, with the whole immigrations to the District
during each of the two periods above stated,t it
will ~e ~vident that the spirit of adventure into th~
wilderness has, in the latter period, been much on
the decline ;t as, during the first period, a number
~qt1al to nearly two tJiirds of the whole immigration settled in the new townships; and during
the. latter period the proportion was but little more
than one third. The pauses of this cleclensioq
"' This number is believed to be considerably short of the truth ;

t

See Chap . V, table 4, page 44.

:l= H 4as

been muc h more so 8ince 1810.
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may be found partly in the more remote situation of
the later settlecl townships; partly in the sysiem of
~mbargoes and commercial restrictions, w hicb has
operated with peculiar severity on the prosperity
of new settlements in l\!Iaine, ( excepting those parts
of it, which have derived some advantage from the
Hlicit commerce on the frontiers, viz. the eastern settlements in the county of Washington, and the
p.orthwestern in the county of Oxford;) and }lartly
jn the injudicious measures, or want of coherent
system among proprietors of wild land, to encourage and keep up the migration to the degree, which
the outset seemed to promise might have been done.
T hese causes have operated ·with various force in
different parts of the district, and in some insta11~
ces the effect of the whole bas been combined together.
''fo what .degree the new settlements might have
been encouraged uncler other circumstances, can
only be conjectured ; but if we compare the immigration to other new countries, (the western part
of new York for instance,) with that to Maine ;
compare also the liberal spirit of i\llprovement, in
turnpike roads &e. &c. in those countries, witq the
total want of it in J\,laine ;* and the great advantages offered, since the year 1.807, in the illicit mar :
kets for the produce of the new lands, bordering on
..

J

~

'

'

• Sif).cethis wa$ prepared for the press, the Legislature of Massachusetts has laid the foundation fqr a systt:µi for opening and enconraging
the sett!ement of the interior of Maine, which, it is to be hoped, will be
pursued with that spirit, which will produce the best effect on the population, improvement, and wealth of the District, and remove whatever
' ~oubts may have existed, as to its importance to the Commonwealth at

J~rge.

..

,
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the western lakes, with the discouraging operation
of the restrictions on the lawful ' commerce of Maine
in its staple articles of lumber, fish, and potash ;
, and we can be at no loss to suppose, that under a
reverse of circumstances, the increase of Maine
must have been very far beyond that, which has
been actually experienced. A.nd to these comparisons, with the reflections and inferences obviously
deducible from them, the attention of every one, interested in the prosperity of the District, ought to
be unremittingly directed.

--

CHAPTER IX.
VALUE OF LAND.

,.

IN an inquiry into this subject, it must be admitted, that local situation, population of the vicinity,
and many other circun1stances, affect very differently the value of land at different times and places,
even not very distant from each other; and that it
would be exceedingly difficult, if not impossible to
ascertain the effect of these circumstances in every
part of a country so extensive as Maine, so far as
from the aggregate of the current prices, to deduce
the mean value of the whole. But, notwithstanding
this difficulty, some general principles may he
adoptecl as bases, to which w~ may advantageously
recur in all extensive calculations on the subject.
With this view the present essay will be to esti ...
mate the general value of land in Maine, under the
present circumstances of the Uistrict.
The intrinsic value of land., to the cultivator,
-oi- small proprietor, may be considered as a sum,

(.
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the interest of which is equal to the annual net income, after deducting all expenses.
'This varies
only with the quantity and market value of the products. The value of wild land, to the large landholder, must be equal to that sum, which, at interest, will eventually produce an amount, equal to
that of the whole proceeds of his sales ; and this
will he greater or less, in proportion to the increase
of population, the qnantity of land at llresent in, or
eventually to be brought to, the market; as well as
to other circumstances, which may effect the general prosperity of the country at large, or that partic, ular part of it where the land is situated; but in
this country in its p1·esent state, the demand occasioned by increase of population may be considered as paramount to all other influence on the market value of this description of land.
More tl1an three fourths of the land in J\tlaine
is yet a wilderness, and is owned principally by 1
the State of Massachusetts; the remainder by dif- f
ferent individuals, who have purchased solely with ;
a view to the profit of resales, and not for the pur~ J
pose of cultivation.
The rest may be considercfl
generally as in the hands of the cultivators.
It will
be necessary to consider these two as separate clas~es; and it will be sufficiently exact for the present
purpose, if all the land in the incorporated towns
and plantations is classed, as in the hancls of the
cultivators, and valued accorrling to its estimate(!
uet income ; and the remainder a!I belonging to th~
State, and to be valued only by tbc probable product of its future sales. 'rhe quantities belong ..
ing to each class a 1·e as follenvs.
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Acres.
fn towns and Not incorporat'd nor settl'd.
Counties.
Total s.
plantations
Owned bypri-10wned by the
incorporated. va.te persons.
State.
472, 563
472,563
Yflrk
533
2,660,
1,121,000
859,273
604,260
Oxford
705
471,
471,705
Cumberland
782
643,
643,782
Lincoln
68 ;J, l 79
36,000
647,179
Kennebeck
4,680, 498
3,196,800
920,965
561,023
Somerset
685, 700
115,200
570,490
Hancock
8,003,
l 00
6,233,400
*l,281,860
487,040
Penobscot
814
2,651,
1,220,soo
1,039,000
392,314
ashington
4,850, 356
·
Tot. I st class 4,850,356
998
16,03
l,
4 , 2.52 ,298 11 , 779 700
Totals of the 2d class
Grand total 32,628 square miles, or
2 11,882 .3 54

-

\i\i 'l1en the population of a country is sucl1, that
there is about as much land to each family, on an
average, as is sufficient to supply all their wants,
with 11erhaps a little in reserve for the use of the
childl'en of those then on the stage, its market price
will be very near to its intrinsic value. 'fhe quantity necessary for this purpose will vary in propor ..
tion to its fertility, the state of agricultu1·e, and the
proportion of inhabitants employed in commerce,
fishery, or manufactures. In this country, in its
present situation, it may be presumed, that an
ave1·age of 160 acres to each family would be
con~idered as little enough.
The intrinsic value of land also varies according to the use, to which it may be best applied.
Land, employed in tillage, affords more profit, according to the number of acres, than that employed in grazing. And, that the value of land in this
estimate may ,not he rated too high, it will be de1

• Th is includes also a tract on each side of Penobscot river, of about
-460,000 acres, belonging to the Penobscot Indians.
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duced solely from its probable income, when a11plied to the latter purpose.
Of the land in Maine, which is employed in
grazing, about one thircl, and that usually the be~t
soil, is appropriated to hay for winter fodcler, anfl
the rest to pasture.
The net annual profit of an
acre of mowing land, in a tolerable state of cultivation, is, on an average, at least three dollars. In
some parts of the District it often exceeds twice
that sum. The net profit of an acre of pas tu re la tHl
may be estimated at least at one dollar. Allowing then two acres of pasture to one of mowing land,
the average annual income will be one (lollm.'and sixty six cents per acre, clear of expenses. This sum is
equal to the interest of twenty seven dollars, and
it follows therefore, that when the interest of money
is at six per cent. the intrinsic value of land is
twenty seven dollars per acre.
'rhis estimate supposes only the lowest state
of agricultural improvement.
,vhen increased pop.ulation, :flourishing manufactures, and unrestrained
foreign commerce, give their support and stimulus
to agriculture, its productiveness, and consequently
the intrinsic value of land, proportionally increase ;
but to what degree, it is not necessary here to in~
.
quire.
It may be · thought that some allowance ishould.
be made for waste land; but it will be seen, (Chap.
IV, table 1,) that the waste land of all descriptions
throughout the District is less than one sixth of the
whole; and if the superior productiveness and value of that employecl in tillage &c. is considered,
it will n1uch m~re than counterbalance, the wai:,te. ,

iO
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Nor should woocl land be excepted, as its importance, in a country like this, will render it, when
the population is ai great as here assumed, as valuable as any other.
Before leaving this part of the subject, it should
be observed, that, though one family to 160 acres,
or about :20 persons to the square mile, was taken
as the standard, it is not 1nesumed that, as it relates to Maine, a less population would in all cases reduce the market value of land, or that a greater would increase it proportionally.
On the contrary, while there is, in the vicinity, so much wild
land in the market at a low price, that of land in the
settled part of the country will probably be below
its real value, and so continue until the adjacent
wilderness is so far settled, that farmers begin to
feel a little anxiety lest they should not be able to
procure land for their children and grandchildren,
without too much expense, and at a great distance
from home. The reacler, who is acquainted with the
present market value of land in different parts of
the District, will judge of this for himself. The
numller of inhabitants per square mile in the settled parts of each county, (Chap. V, table 6,) will
assist in forming an opinion.
'ro ju<lge of the value of land of the second
dai;;s, or that sum, ~hicl1 wild land may he worth
as an article of traffic or s11eculation,-and which accrues to the large landholders, (whether the State or
private individuals,) from the llfoceeds of their sales
to settlers; the p1·ohable future inc1·ease of population; and the point, beyond which there can be
no more wild land at market within a convenient

-

/
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distance, should be taken into consideration. llut,
as the first of these depends on contingencies beyond the reach of human ken, no calculaiion can
be relied on as a certainty.
From past experience, however, -some deduc- ,
tions may be made, which, as far as we may safely
reason from that to the future, will afford useful
hints on that part of the political economy of the
State, whieh is connected with this subject.
Maine is now nearly surrounde,d with scttl~ments, some of which are already so populous as to
be furnishing emigrants to the District, and the others, though not yet very populous, are fast increasing. On the northwestern frontier, at a small dis tance from the boundary, are the rivers Ohaudiere
and St. Lawrence, the banks of which are well
settled.* On the east is New Brunswick, the rich ~
est antl most fertile part of which is on the St. John,
which extends itself along a great part of the boun ..
dary on that side.
The country on and [near these rivers may be
.expected to be filled with inhabitants before the
contiguous parts of Maine will receive any consid~
erable number. 'l"o the west of the District, there
is, even now, no large quantity of wild land at
market, for many hundred miles ; and it may be
reasonably presumed, that when the whole interior of Maine is once opened for sale and settlement,
there can he no more within such a distance as to
keep clown the price by its competition, or to in ..
duce the settlers who have begun, or their descend .
• The population on the Ch audil're :i:lone is e~ti m:,ter1 at not Ir.~i:
th~n 7000, mostly I+'renci1
,,
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ants, to go beyond the District, in hopes of 11ur-

I

•

chasi ng cheaper, other advantages being equal.
The whole number of families, which have settled in new townships in Maim-', (that is, in those
which have begun to settle within any period of
ten years',) has not been, at any one periocl, since
the year 1790, less on an average, than 191, nor
more than 267 annually, being greatest from 1790
to f800, and least since that time.* 'The present
settled part of the District is on its southern side,
its whole length. It may be supposed, that persons seeking for i new townships wherein to settle
themselves, would (other circumstances being equally favorable,) prefer those nearest the present settlements. .A.line of townships of six miles square,
extending across the district from east to west, adjoining or near to.those already settled, would com- ·
vrise about 32 townships.
If such encouragement
were offered to the first 30 or 40 families in each
township, as would keep up the immigration to the
degree experienced prior to the year 1800, it would
produce to each of the 3~ townships an average
of about 8 families annually, or 40 families in 5
years; but if only to the degree experienced from
1.800 to 1810, the average would be but 6 annually, or 40 families in about 7 years.
When there are from 20 to 40 families in a
to~nship, Yarying according to circumstances, lancl
will sell to settlers at two dollars per acre. Many
will then continue to purchase at an advanced price,
who would not settle themselves in a township entirely uew; while others would prefer to go far:• For statements on this head, see Chap. VIII, p.

.,
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ther into tlie wilderness for the sake of a lower
price; so that, while new townships were opening,
the older ones would be continually filling up.
In the former part of this chapter it is supposed, that the intrinsic value of land, in the hands of
the cultivator, may be twenty seven dollars per
acre; but it will not arri,·e to any thing near this
value in the market, so long as much of it remains
in the hands of the large proprietor. On the contrary, the longer it is to remain in his hands, the
less is its present value to him, or to any one.
The flux of immigration has never, in the best
times, been so great, ,nor the price increasing so
fast, in any aver·age township, as that the proceeds
of the sales, with compound interest, would eventually amount to a sum, the present worth of which,
or rather the worth at the time of commencing the
settlement, exceeds two dollars per acre on the
whole township; and in most cases would fall much
short of it.
If the course of settlements should be gradually progressive along the whole frontier of the present settlements, there would be, as before stated,
about 32 townships constantly settling and at market.* Admitting that. the first 40 settlers would
tequire. 1000 acres ; that what they should pay for
their laud should be wholly absorbed in the expenses of surveys, making roads, &c. &c. ; ancl also
that there should be in each township on an averIt is not intended to intimate that settlements probably will, or may
most advantageously progress in this regular manner. The final re'lult
jg nearly the same, whether the country is opened for s~ttlemcnt in con»ected ranges, or other sections; or in detached townsi,ips, as the judgment or whim of settlers may select.
11
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age, 4000 acres of water and waste land, or •that
which is but of little value ; there would remain in
each township about 15,000 acres, the present
woi·th of which, as deduced from the probabilities
of future sales, would be two dollars per acre.*
When therefore any range or body of 3~ townships,
is so far aclvanced in settlement, that each towns hip has 40~families in it, any one township may
be considerell as worth S30,000, or the whole body
as worth S060,00J.
A~ far as the p1·emises are -C'orrect, it may be
presumed, that the present market value of the
wild land in the interior of Maine should be equal
to that of a sun1 in the nature of an annuity,
amounting to the price of, and payable at such
terms as are equal to the time necessary for the
settlement of the first 40 families in eve1·y82 townships, ancl terminating when tlte last township
shall have 1·eceivecl its 40 families. Though this
sum has been estimated on certain principles, at
~960,000, yet it must, with the terms and the final
period of them, vary with the future increase of the
population or migration ; and as far as this can be
estimated, some conclusions may be drawn, which,
however hypothetical, may yet serve as some guide
to the statist in estimating tlie value of this kind of
• As no statements nor reasonings are given to support this representation, as to the value, it may perhaps be thought an encroachment
on the prerogative of the reader to require his assent to a mere ipBe dixit; but it will be oliserved by way of apology, that the conclusion is
drawn from a course of observations and calculations; not relating to
this ,·,ork, the insertioJJ of which would probably be consideredias great~
trespass on the reader's patien~e, as· t11eomissi911may be thought ~
c..ewllm.lon his cuniiMl'lce.
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property to the Commonwealth ; and in judging
of the expediency of measures to hasten the s-ettlement, and increase the value.
There is yet in Maine unsettled land enough
for about 660 good townships ; the largest part of
which belongs to tfie State. Consi<le1·ingit in sections of 32 town~hips each, to be progressively
opened for sale and settlement, there will be a little ll}ore than ~0 such sections, each of which, 011
the principles before statetl, is supposed to become
worth S960,000 as soon as there shall be 40 f amilies in each township, or i~80 families in the
whole ilection.
Admitting the migration f.o new settlements to
be equal to that experienced from the year 1790 to
t800, each section would receive this number of
families in about f, years from its commencement,
and the whole would he settled in about 100 years.
Rejecting fractional minuteness, the present worth
of 8960,000, payable 5 years hence, is 8717,300;
and the present worth of that sum, payable once in
every 5 years for :100 years to come, is .82,830,700.
With this degree of immigration, therefore, the
worth of an average township, _when its settlement
, is once fairly begun, is about 97 cents per acre;
an<l the worth of the whole body of the wild land
in the District, estimating it at 16,000,000 acres, is
worth, on t.he same principles, but about f 7½ cents
per acre •
.But, if the settlements shou1cl advance no fast-.
er, than at the rate experienced from the year
t800 to 181.0, it would require about 7 years ti,
cpmplete tJ.iesettlement of any section to the de -·
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gree assumed, and f 40 years to sell and settle the
whole. The present worth of S960,000, payable 7
years hence, is about 8638,400, ancl the preF,ent
worth of that sum, payable once in 7 years for 140
years to come, is 81,906,700.
At this rate, therefore, an a,·erage township, when beginning to settle, is worth about 861 cents per acre, while the
whole interior at the same time, is worth hardly
12 cents per acre.
This last estimate, it should be borne in mind,
is founded on the experience of the period between
the years 1800 anfl 1810, when the P!'ogress of
opening and peo1>lin2;new townships had considerably declined. Since 1810 this declension is still
greater ; it may therefore be considered, that the
prices last e.stimated are, to say the least, high
enough; and probably even the~e can never be 1·ealized, unless some great change in the direction
and force of the current of emigration should speedily take place.
It has been made a question with some persons,
whethe1· the migrating part of the population iu the
vicinity of Maine, is sufficient to afford a surplus to
people the wilderness to any greater degree, than
has actually taken place; ancl of course whether
any encou1·agement whatever would be sufficient to
increase the number, or even keep it up to the degree formerly experienced. 'ro settle thi s qu estion it is necessary to ascertain the numbers requisite for the purpose, and the emigrations from the
places which afford them.
}~stimating 6 persons to a family, (wl1ich is
al1out the general average,) a township of 40 fam-
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ilie'3 would contain ~00 souls. To settle 3,2 town ships to this degree in 7 years, would require about
91.4 persons annually. The actual number of im- migrants to the new townships, from the year 1800
to 1810, was about 958 annually.*
To settle the
same number of townships in 6 years would re'!
quire 1~80 persons annually~ The immigrations
to new townships, from the year 1790 to 1800, were
about 1835 annuall:v.*
..
The whole immigration to J\1:aine, since the
year 1.790, has been estimated from ~100 to 2600
persons annually. The emigration from Massachusetts Pt·oper alone, has been f1·om 8400 to M0Q
annually; and that from the whole of the New
England States, from 16,700 to 21,600 iq_the same
time.t
. Thus it is evident, not only that one half of the
immigrations to Maine have heretofore been sufficient to keep up the increase to the degree stated,
but that ¥assachusetts
itself furnishes an annual
surplus sufficient, (if it were encour~ged to direct:
itself to Maine,) to produce an increase more than
nine times as great; and that the annual ovtwflowing surplu _s of New England ' amounts to near sev~
enteen times the nurober.
It is to be observed also, that while the pro ~
~ress of new settlements in llaine has been much
on the decline, the emigrations from other parts of
N ew England have much incr eased ; and as the.s~_emigrations will most probably continue to increas~ with the inc,;easing density of po1)Ulation in the
• See chapter VIII. -pSee chapter V, table 4.
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places from whence they proceed, it cannot be supposed that any want of a su1·plus population in the
yicinity will he the ciretrmstance, which shall preven t t he future settlement of the in terior of l\ilaine,
at le ast to the degree here assumed, as the measure
of the value of its· wild land.. It ihou lcl be then a
serious question, what measures will best tend to
preserve to the State the great annual drains upon
its population, and encourage· it to extend itself so
far over the interior, as best to anticipate the sales,
and increase the value of its wild lands, and most
effectually to add to the strength and resources of
the community ...

CHAPTER X.
RELATIVE

absolute wealth of Maine cannot be ascer~
tai.necl from any known data. Its r elative wealth,
when compared with ~Iassachusetts Proper, and
that of its several counties with each other, may
probably be deduced with tolerable exactness from
the decennial valuations.
'l~he proportions between the wealth and physical strength, or between
the aver age wealth of individuals in diffe1·entsec-·
tions of the country, may be ascertained from a
comparison of these valuations with the population.
In estimating the progress of wealth, the necessities and ,resources of different sections, the statesman may sometimes find such comparisons useful.
If the actual population of the State at differ ent periods, and its whole taxable property at the .
same periods, were each clivi<led into 1.0d0 parts,
THE
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the proportions between Massachusetts Proper and
Maine would be severally as follows.
TABLE I.
Proportions of absolute wealth and population.

I

A.:o:-frs2.

Po-pul
a-1Wea.1th.
t10n .

M aine
Massa.

I

156
844

93
907

I A. D. 1~11A. I). 1810.
Po{ii~~-,
Wealth. IPoii~~a-1
W eaith. ,ip~f
~~;~~1 W ealt
A. D. 1790.

203
7':J7

I

162
838

i\ ~62

738

I

188

,812

j\
326
• 674

l

·234

_ 766

From this table it appears, that though the aggregate wealth of Maine has increasecl ve1·y much,
when compared with that of Massachusetts, yet,
since the year f 790, it has not h1creased so fast as
has its population. rrhe effect of this .on th e com..
parative wealth of individuals in the two sect ions
of th.e State, or the difference betw een Maine and
Massachusetts in the average wealth of their sev ..
eral individual inhabitants, is exhibited in
TABLE IL

I
l

llelatire wealth of individuals.

.,...._~.,-----1782.

D.A. D.IA.
D.,A. D.I
~ 1800.,! _81~.
1.598
797,719, 716j

I

A.

ln Maine
ln M assachusetts 1075 10 49 \ 099

~f

It appears from this, that in the year -1782, an
average individual in Maine, in point of property,
was worth but little more than half as much as one
in Massachusetts Proper, or as 598 to f075; that
the disparity was much lessened before the year ·
f 790; and since that , time has been rather on the
increase. It wou hl seem that the influx of wealth
to the District, when compared. with that of popula ,,
ti:on, and both with the wcalt~ arhl popµlation of
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Massachusetts, was greater about and prior to the
year 1790, than at any subsequent period.
'fhe disproportion between the average we.alth
of individuals in the several counties of Maine,.
and the variations between them at different times,
has been still greater, than between Maine and
Massachusetts.
TABLE III.
Par,iations in the relative wealth of indi1.,iduals in the several counties.
Counties.
--------

York

,
Oxford
Cumberland
Lincoln
Kennebeck.
Somerset
Hancock
Penobscot
Washingt~n
Average of

,

A. D. /A. D.j A. D.
1790. ~
\~·
1049 1 1083 1\1044
93 .7 · 844 919l009 1:i209 ' 1 l39
l 121 970 985
834 874 919
551 724 847
973 886 977
798 652 912
_
69~ !.~
10291
1
the District lO00 1000 1000

From this it appears that the progress or decline·
of relative individual wealth has not been uniform
in any part of the District, but has been continually changing from one to the other, except in the
counties of KennebPck and Somerset, where it has ·
been al ways p·rogressively increasing, though not ·
in the same degree at all times. In the year 1790,
an inhabitant of the county of Lincoln was worth
on a~ average f t:20, while one of Somerset was
worth less than half as much, viz. 551. Lincoln
at that time, i~ ·pr~portion to its number of inhabitants, was the richest county in the District, and
'13o~erset the poorest. In 1800, Cumberland was
relatively the richest, and ·w ashington the poorest.
~
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In f8:10, Cumberland was still the richest, and
Somers.et again the poorest; while W ashingtort
. had suddenly advanced in the relative wealth ot
its individuals, to a degree above the general wealth
pf the District; ancl much above its own rank in
any previous time. At the latter period also, prop erty appears to be more equally distribu.i~d
throughout the District, in proportion to the popu ..
lation, than at either of the others.*
If we indulge an inquiry into the causes of the
variations in the relative wealth of the same sections at different times ; the great disparity between
the extremes at one time, and the apparent approach
towards an equality at another; we might at first
sight be ready to suppose, that the inhabitants in
one section were more enterprising and industrious, than thos~ in another; or possessed a richer
soil, and superior natural advantages;
and, from
the greater degree of equality observable in 1810 ,
that, at that time prosperity was nearly alike diffused over all parts of the District.
Facts howev ..
er will not in any degree justify these suppositions .
'rhe true causes perhaps may be found in observ •
1ng,
_
First, that when an extended and unrestrained
commerce diffused activity and wealth over all
parts of the country, as was the case until afte r
the. year i800, the increase of wealth was of course
most rapid and visible in the commercial and most
, • It should be observed, that the table furnishes no evidence as to
the actual wealth of the whole District, or any of its parts, at any two
perjods of time; but will be understood only as exhib~ing the relati<>.~s
.petweenthe .differ~nt countie~ a:t any one pe~i?d·
~·
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populout1 counties ; wl1ich 1·educed the compar ative wealth of the inland and less popu lous part s
much below the general average ; an d that in 181 0,
before which time the system of embar goe s, nonin ~
tercour se, and re str iction had mate riall y injure d
the commerce of the District; the most commer cial
counties bad undergone the greatest reduct ion of
their wealth and resources; and though this inj a1·y was, even at the first onset, felt also in the
inland counties, yet it was not so immediately perceiv ed, was in a less sensible degree, and less open
to ex ternal observation; their comparative wealth
there fore was apparently raised to something near
the general average. An exception, however, may
be taken with regard to the county of W ashingtou; ·
but this will be accounted for by the fact, that the
impediments thrown in the way of lawful commerce
bad given great encour agement to that which was
illicit, ancl that county, from its local situation, became necessarily an emporia m for this trade ;
which, with the great declension of wealth in other
parts of the District, raised in 181.0 the 'relative
wealth of Washington, in proportion to its population, above the general average, though, ten years
before, it was the poorest county in the District.
Second. That immigrants to the more commercial, or the more populous parts of the District, have
generally been possessed of more property, than ,
those to the inland and less populous parts. Thi8
will be admitted, when we consider that the object
i0f tbe first class generally is commercial or manufacturing enterprize, or the purchase of land al l·eady somewhat increased in value; and that the
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object of the latter is Janel only, and that at th~
lowest price. The former are most wealthy, the
latter often most nntnerous ; and the relative average of individual wealth will be found therefo ,re,
in some measure, to vary in pl'opottion to th.~ influx
of these different classes.
'l~hird. 'rhat the different degrees of popula.l,
tion and improvement, with the difference in the
pursuits and habits of the people, as well as in the
principal articles of produce and export in the several sections of the District, render their prosperity liable to be affected by different circumstances;
and they :flourish generally, as commerce is more
free, particularly as restrictions affect the relative
value of their several prevailing articles of export
and import; or are reduced to. comparative equality~ as the progress of genei·al calamity affects the
whole.
To some one of these causes, or different modes
and degrees of combinations among the whole, may
probably be attributed principally the variations in
the relative wealth of different sections of the District.
Considering the ditfe1·ence in the general situation of the country, before and since the year 1.800,
the preceding table assists to support the opinion,
that in times of general prosperity, the commercial
parts of the District are first to exhibit it, and thefr·
increase of wealth is most generally seen, though
it is not always of the most substantial and permaft
nent character;
that the grea test inequalities in
the relative wealth have appeared in times of the
greatest general prosperity, and have aris en from the

RELATIVE WEALTH.

more commercial parts growing richer, and not
from the agricultural or less commercial parts grow- ·
ing poorer; that any near approach towards an
equalization of pro1lerty has never been experienced, and is not to be expected, except in times of'
general distress and calamity; and, that though
Maine can SUPPORT itself by its ag1·iculture, it
FLOURISHES
only with its commerce.
Another subject, affecting the wealth of the
District, absolutely as well as relatively, may properlv., be noticed. under this bead .
A considerable proportion of the active capital,
employed in Maine heretofore, has been furnished
from other places; either credits afforded to the
merchants and traders in the District, or in the in'Testment of stock in their hands, as agents or partners. When commerce was free, the circulation
of this capital gave an additional stimulus to industry, and furnished also its reward. A large share
of the exports from l\laine consists of lumber and
fish. 'ro procure these articles, and prepare them
for the market, requires an advance of capital, or
labor, which amounts to the same thing, from three, .
to six, twelve, and in some cases to eighteen months.
The persons aunnally employed in these pursuits
have seldom capital enough of their own to carry on
the business to any profitable degree, and wait the
slow returns of the eventual sales of their products
for their remuneration; hut the extensive advances
which the merchants and traders were enabled to
make, superseded the necessity of it. Not only
those employed in the lumber and · fishing business .,
but in the prepa1·ation of potash, and even in ~gri-
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culture, felt in a greater or lesi degree, the beneficial operation of this advance of capital.
'fhis
state of things had all the apparent, and nearly all
the real effect of so 1nuch wealth pertaining exclusively to the inhabitants of the District; for though
the capitalists abroad, who had furnished the means
of such extensive circulations, drew some revenue
from the District, in the shape of interest for their
money, or a small part of the profits of trade, yet
this amounted to but a trifle, compa1·ed with the advantage gained by the employment and circulation
of the capital.
This capital, in some shape or otl1er, circulated
ancl diffused its beneficial effects over all, even the
most remote, parts of the District; but it was principally visible, and taxable in the commercial
places; and this, among other circumstances, may
be a cause of the greater relative inequality of
wealth, observable in the table, at the years 1790
and 1800.
When the system of commercial restriction had
checked, in a great measure, the export trade of
Maine, t~at capital, which had been furnished for
the sake of a return in its staple commodities, be.
came useless, and was generally in a great measure withdrawn, except in cases where it had been
~cattered among the consumers, in advance for
those products, which now could not find their way
to, or would command next to nothing at, a market .
In these cases, where the debtor had nothing but
the product of his labor, which he had prepared
for his remittances, nearly the whole was lost, both
to him and the creditor. ,vhere he had any real
12
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NONRESIDENTS.

esta ,te, it was necessarily transferretl in lieu of, or
/ as security for, that which the continuance of the
ordinary state of commerce would have enabled
him to remit with ad vantage.
It appears then, that Maine, in its present
state, must owe some part of Hs prosperity to the
use of the capital of persons not residing witl1in the
District;
or, in other words, that the interest,
which nonresidents have in the property of the
Distr ict, is advantageous to it; at least so far as
that inte1·est lies in active circulating capital. To a
certain degree also, it may be advantageous to fix
that interest in real estate, as, when the active me dium is actually brought into, ancl circulated within the District to pay for the fixtures, and they consist of improvements on the land, or any facilities
for the aid or increase of productive labor. But,
whether it is so when the fixture consists only in
investments in land, more especially in wild land,
without any ex1lenditure for its improvement and
cultivation, or any object but merely the profit to
be drawn f1·om resales at an advanced price, deserves a separate consideration : and this perhaps
will come more properly uncler the title (familiar .
in Maine) of nonresidents.
CHAP1:'ER XI.
NONRESIDENT

PROPRIETORS

OF LAND.

IN tlie early days of Maine, large 11ortions of
the then known parts of it were purchased by indi vicluals and companies, whose views were the ac quisition of wealth, either by settling their respc c-
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tive tracts on their own account, on something anal, ogous to the ancient feudal principles ; or, by establishing a trade in the furs, lumber, and fish, with
which the country and its shores abounded.
Both
these objects were sometimes combined in obtaining the same grants. 'ro these succeeded others,
w her associated for the purchase of smaller tracts
for their own establishment in the pursuits of agri ..
culture or commerce, and in ·some cases of both :
and again others, wl10 have purchased merely with
a view to the expected profit arisin ,g from resales.
,vithout discussing the comparative merit, or
the practicability of the schemes of the three first '
classes, it will be obvious, that the pursuit of them
would naturally prompt the several undertakers to
expend the whole, or a large share of their personal property, as circumstances should requfre, in
such improvements as they judged necessary to
facilitate the attainment of the different objects,
which they had in view. Much of this expendi ~
t ure was fruitless, and without doubt injudicious ;
yet SQme good resulted i11encouraging the settlement of the country, anll assisting · the inhabitants
to the means of livelihood.
1..,heeffects however of
the expenditures and. measures of the early patentees or purchasers cannot now be easily traced in
the improvements ancl alterations, which have since
taken place in the state of the country. The soil is
now ·generally passed into the hands of tl,1e immediate occupants, and but few traces of the original
adventur~rs remain to distinguish the residue of
their lancls from that of other nonresidents, or those
whose views were clirected solely, or principall y to

/
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the profit of retailing the lantl in smaller parcels:
·Ancl they may now be involved with this latter
(and most numerous) class; which claims more
particular attention at the presen·t time.
'l.,o particularize minutely, ancl examine the
comparative merits of all the various methods pui-suecl by the different nonresiclent proprietors, to
encourage the settlement, or increase the value of
their lands ; or add in ·any way to the natural advantages of the country at large, would he unnecessary here, even if it were possible ; and in some
cases it might seem invidious.
Some general features only will therefore ee noticed; and their
probable effect on the general wealth, so far as affected by the circulation or employment of capital,
be in some clegree adverted to.
Of the great body of the laudholllers at the pres.ent day, some purchased with a view of retaining
the land fm· a time, in expectation of immense profits
from the sale, when the country about them should
become improved, and peopled by the exertions of
. others, without any trouble of their own : others,
for the purpose of planting settlements in the wilderness immediately : others, merely to lay up a
part of their surplus property for the benefit of their
posterity : others, again, only
speculate on the
avidity of those who were seeking to purchase
while the demand was raging; and some became
µnwilling purchasers, because they had no other
way to secure large debts due to them from unfortunate or unprincipled speculators.
But,► setting
aside these or any ot~er clistinctions, as to the orig j-nal views of purchasers, the principal part of the
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nonresidents may, for the present occrrsion, be con sidered as divided into three classes.
The first,
apparently indifferent as to the sale or improvement of their lands, expend nothing, 01· next to nothing, for the opening of them to settlers, or encouraging them in any way ; and they seem to ex11ect,(as in some instances has been realized,) that
the usual course of population, or the exertions of
others, will effect the sale and settlement of theirs,
without any expenditure or trouble of their own.
Whatever revenue this class of proprietors may ul timately draw from the sales of the land in their
respective townships, it ,vill be a total subduction
from the aggregate circulating capital of that town ship. No part of it ever returns to stimulate industry, 01· promote im1novement.
The second class, predous to tlrawing much
from their lands, make some ad,·ances, to which
sometimes they gradually add considerable sums,
for the purpose of opening roads, building bridges,
mills, &c. for the accommodation of settlers; which,
though they tend very much to increase the value
of their lands, antl may be considered as s~ much
additional fixed capital in the township;
yet, of
themselves, produce no direct revenue.
Generally, however, the amount of these advances is eventually drawn back, (and often with a considerable
profit,) in the shape of an increased price for the
land; which, though it does not return to the cir culation within the to,vnship, yet!' if the expendi ture has been judicious and libm·al, leaves a per manent benefit behind it. The difference between
these two classes is, tlrnJ the first eventually draws
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from the township a sum, equal to tlie wl1ole amount
of the sales of the land and interest, without leaving
any beneficial effect, or even trace of its having existed there; while the second draws an equal or
greater sum than the former, hut leaves behind it
some permanent good effects, frequently much more'
than commensurate with the excess of the sum.
T'he third clijss, ( and at the present day much
the smallest in uumber,) consists of those, who expend large sums, not only in making roads and otf1.
er permanent fixtures, which yield no direct reve nue; but in clearing and cultivating the land, and
making other establishments, which afford. a net income of themselves, without connexion with that
which is drawn from the sales of the land. In
some instances, expenditures of this kind have been
equal to~ and in some, perhaps, have exceeded, the
present worth of that, which _eventually would accrue merely from the sales of the land. In such
cases the whole - of the proper active capital of the
township, whether it belongs to the original proprietor, or the in habitants, becomes stationary
within it, and is continually in circulation, inciting
and rew3:rding the productive labor of the inhabitants. Where these expenditures are jucliciously
1nade, the natural effect is, that from the direct in come of the improvements, the encouragement antl
aid which they give to settlers, the consequent an ticipation of sales, and increase of price, which is
obta~ned for the land ; and the greater promptnes s
and convenience with which settlers are enabled to
make their payn1ents, the proprietor derives a rev enue vastly greater than can be de.rived from town -
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ships, settled by either of the two former clasees ;
while the inhabitants, instead of struggling in poverty a long time, under heavy drains upon the product of their labor, which flow immediately out of
their reach, flourish and grow rich under the same
payments, when they return into circulation immediately among themselves.
The actual difference in the aggregate wealth
of the District at large, or of particular townships
or sections, produced by the different courses pursued by nonresident proprietors, cannot be entirely
known. 'rhe extensive concern, which these have
in the prosperity of the District, would render such
a k~owledge highly desirable; and t}le importance
of the subject, it is conceived, will exc~se the prolixity of these remarks, and perhaps justify some
-further observations, which, however incorrect they
may be, may serve to give some idea of the nature
and extent of the influence of nonresident proprietors on the wealth of }laine.
Of the lands sold and granted to individuals ,
including as well all townships in which s,ettlements are begun, but not yet subject to taxation, as
those in which, by the terms of their contraets, settlements should be made soon, there are about 180
townships lJelonging to-.nonresident proprietors.
Of these, from the best evidence at hand, it is sup posed, that not far from 160 townships are ownec.l
by persons resident out of the District, and more
than half of them out of the State. In the towns
and plantations which are taxed, it is supposed
there are, in the ·whole, about 1.,264,00 0 acres own eel by nonresid<t,nts. 'rh is is scatter ed in small
I
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parcels through almo'tt every town and lllantation
in the District.*
How much of it is owned by per sons, residing within the District, is not known ;
but judging from what is known on the subject, it
is thought, that it may not be far from, the truth to
suppose one fourth part to be owned by persons
themselves residing, or by their agents employing
their capital, within the District.
'l"his would
lea,·e 948,000 acres belonging to those persons,
who may more especially be termed nonresidents.
These two descriptions of land, viz. that scattered in smaller parcels, through almost every town
and plantation in the District; that holden in whole
or half townships, or larger tracts uuincorporatell
and mostly unsettled, will most conveniently be
considered separately.
Of the aggregate value of that which is scatter ed through the incorporatecl towns and plantations,
it is difficult to judge with much precision. In
some towns it consists principally of the very poorest of the land, and is worth from ten cents to one
• Perhaps the exact amount of this description of nonresidents' lands
cannot be easily known, but, from authority presumed to be near the
truth, it is estimated as being disu:ibuted among the several coun ti es as follows, viz.
Counties.
A;1~~~00

Oxford
Cumberland
Lincoln
Ke nnebeck
·somerset
Hancock
Penobscot
Washington
Total

_

_

____

233,000
63 ,000
12 2, t.;00
I 08,0 0 0
179 ,000
184 ,000
2 35,000
119,.000
l ,264,000

-
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dolla.,.·per acre.. In others, it includes much of the
best, and is worth from two to five dollars per acre,
and in some cases sells at from eight to fourteen
dollars, and perhaps more. It may probabl y be a.
sufficiently low estimate, to suppose it worth, on an
average, three dollars per acre; that is, that it will
eventually sell at a price, the present worth of
which is equal to that sum. Upon this supposi ..
tion there will be eventually drawn from that part
of the District, which is already settl~d and incor~
porated, a sum, the present worth of which is
82,844,000; no part of which will return into the
general circulation of th'e District, but will wholly
be expended in other States or countries. As this
must be paid in specie, or those products ' of labor
which will command specie, the whole may fairly
be considered, as an absolute specie. drain upon the
proper circulating capital of that part of the District, which is now settled. Though this draiu.
may not be made now, or at any one time, yet,
when it is made, it must ( on the principles laid
down) be equal to the sum above stated, with in ..
terest from now to that time, whether it be longer
or shorter. If the sum, instead of being drawn
out at once, is funded on the land as fast as it is
sold, a.nd the interest only paid annually, it will
amount to Si 70,640. It may therefore, if the premises are correct, be considered as absolutely cer ..
tain, that the effect of nonresident influence upon
active capital, as far as relates only to so much of
the District as is already settled, will be equal to
that of a per11etual subduction from its specie Gir-
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culation of more than one huntlred and seventy
thous'' ncl clollars annually ..
Of the other de!,cription of nonresident lands,
viz,. that hol<len in township-1 or large tracts, which
either are yet unsettled, or arP not so far settletl as
to have become incorporated, there are, as before
stated, ahout i 60 townships belonging to persons
residing without tl,e District, and entirely uninterested in its prosperity, except i;.ofar a~ may en able
tlu~m to obtain a good price for their lands.
Am~ng the proprietors of this land, there are
many who have never expended much, except some
small snms for those purposes, which are uesjgunl
meTely to hasten the sales and inn·easP the pr ice of
their lands, without adding any thing to the circulating and productive capital of the township ·, in
any degree equivalent to the increase,1 sum, which
their trifling expenditures in the first instance enable them eventually to draw from it; and judging
from appearances hitherto, it is not reasonably to be
, expected that they ever will . 'rhere are others,
as before noticed, who expend liberally and make
atl<litions to the circulating as well as to the fixed
capital of the townships ·; hut the number of these,
who are interested in this class of land, is so small,
that their influence is probably more than counterbalanced by the drteriorating policy of an equal or
greater number in other places; the whole therefore on an average, may he considered as adding
nothing to supply the place of what they withdraw
from the ch·culation.
It has been estimated, (Chap. IX,) that the value of an average township, when its settlement is
I
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well begun, is S30,000~ This sum therefore may
be co.nsirlered as the amount, which the nonresident
proprietor will draw out of the circulating capital
of the township.
If, instead of drawing the principal, he funds it on Uie land, and draws only the interest annually, it amounts to a perpetual drain oi
acti ,·e capital from the township, equal to the value of eighteen hundre<l dollars a year at the commencement of the settlement, or that sum increased
either by compound interest, or advance in the price
of land, from the commencement to the final sales.
One hundred and sixty townships, in this situation, amount to £4,800,000, the interest of which
is S2 S8,000.
It appears therefore that, unless the
nonresident proprietors of these, as a bod) ', shouhl
materially change their present system uf management, and should permanently fix within their respective townships, or somewhere e.lse within the
District, an active or productive capital equal to the
whole net proceeds of the sales of their lands; the ,
effect on the general wealth of the District , produc ..
ed by the sales and grants already made, will he
equal to that of a drain, from its circulating mnli ...
um, in specie, or that product of labor, which ·will
directly or indirectly command specie, amounting
_to two hundred and eighty eight thousand dollars
annually forever. And the whole effect, which the
united influence of the nonresi<leut proprietors of
both classes of land, before described, will produce
on the aggregate wealt~ of the District at large,
must be exactly in an inverse ratio to that, which
would be produced by the perpetual employment

I
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and circulation of a capital of more than seven millions six hundred thousand dollars.
It may perhaps be objected, that the estimated
value of land, from which these conclusions are
drawn, is too high: but the reader may, if he pleases, correct the error, if it is an error, by ascertaining at what prices, on a long credit with interest
annually, whole townships, and single lots to set ..
tlers, have been sold for ten or fifteen years past.
Let him then compare the 1·esults and make suitable
allowances. If it appears that this estimate is really too high, it must he rememhe1·ed, that all the
estimates on the value of wild land, throughout the
work, are founded on the same principle; and if
830,000 is too high for an ave1·age township, when
its settlement is well begun and certain of progressing at the rate of from 5 to 7 families annually ;
then, on the same principles, 1.2 cents per acre is
proportionally too high for the average of the whole
body of the remaining unsettled land. It will be
recollected, that all these calculations are founded
on the progress of the District, prior to the year
:j.810. The severe paralysis, which its prosperity
has since sustained, has undoubtedly reduced the
value at present in a great degree; but it is shewn
(Chap~ XIII,) that it may be possible to restore, and
even much increase it, by suitable measures and
e~ertions .
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CHAPTER XII.
SALES AND GRANTS OF LAND.

IT is not within the objects of this work to at-

,

I

tempt a description of the confusion and perplexity,
occasioned by the vague and indeterminate. grants
from the crown or lords propl'ietors; aud 11urchases from the Indians, at the first sett1ement of the
country.
Nor is it of much importance here to in.
quire into the history of later sales to the close of
the revolution ; for though, after the purchase of
the Province of Maine by Massachusetts,
in the
year 1674, and its confirmation by the charter of
1.692, the conveyances by the provincial goYcrnment became more regular and definite, and a considerable number of townships and smaller tracts
were sold and granted to individuals and compa nies for the purpose of settlement; y~t, as these are
now in a great measure become populous towns;
the soil principally transferrefl to the immediate
cultivators, and few, if any traces left to distinguish clearly the advantag1)s or disadvantages
of
the policy, on which the grants were made; it can
harrlly be useful at present to notice them, any far ..
ther than to observe that these grants, including the
prior ones from the crown, and purchases from the
Indians, comprehend, with the exception of a few
small parcels, the most of the now settled part of
the District, viz. the whole of what are now the
counties of York, Cumberland, and Lincoln, the
principal part of Kennebeck, about twelve towns
in Oxford, a small part of Somerset, and the south.
western part of Hancock, with a few detached
townships on the sea coast east of the Penob scot.

..
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After tlie revolution, some degree of order began to he pursued in the disposal of the public
lands, at least so far as to prevent, in a great meas ure, the recurrence of many inconveniences which
1·esulted from the former loose, and often inclefinite
conveyances.
A land office was established, and
agents appointed .with authority to cause the lands
to be surveyed, and to sell them to the best purchaser; but no system for the settlement and improvement of the country was adopted, any farther
than to stipulate with the purchasers of townships,
th at they should settle a certain number of families
on the ir respective townships within a limtted time.
Ahout that time investments in wild land were ,
'
considered , by many as the surest and most abun·d aut source of profit; and in a few years there were
sold to various individuals, about eighty townships,
besides numero ·us smaller parcels, and two large
tracts of about 1,000,000 acres each, which were
sold to William Bingham.
'rhe rapidity and extent of the sales induced
the Legislature, in the year f 795, to suspend the
power generally, except so far as was necessary to
complete the contracts then made, and execute such
as should afterwards he specially authorized.
,..rhough farther .sales were susp~nded, yet as
the contracts previously made were not fully executed at the time, hut remained, many of them,
incomplete for a number of years afterwards ; and
as there have been occasional sales of small parcels
from time to time since, the apparent account of
t,ales and payments is continued with some degree
-of r~ularity, almost to the Jlresent dayl
•
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The whole quantity sold, the time when the
contracts were completed, and payments made or
securecl, with the amount of consideration received,
and the aver ~t~e price per acre of the sales completed in each year, are exhibitecl in
TABLE I.
_\.n:r ag·e

Date.

Acres sold.

A.. D.

1785
17 86
1787
1788
178-9

1790
1791
1792
1793
1794
1795
1796
1797
)798
1799
I 8 -io
1802
1803
1804
1805
1806
1809
181 o
1811
Hll2

Total

33 ,,i.4 0
l I 3 ,850
51,842
74,615
37,508
46,538
76,789
2,000
2, 1 .;o,469
324,684
l 10,1')53
106,212
46,080
6,185
I 88.42u
23,040
148,4 0 6
49,92 0
2 .55,3 W
69,120
69,120
28 ,8 22
193
57,384
35 ,674
4 / ),..;/5,:292

I

Considtration . price per
acre .
cts .
cts .
S13 ,9Fi7 ~o
49½
6 '~ 820 48
58f
32.i2
17,052 34
29,5Z9 98
39
24-1
9,219 77
i'
9 ,237 36
1921
20
15,551 35
32
604 28
272,024 84
12½
19
6) ,'253 96
3
c-.
l
36,022' 72
,<;2
1
.
t
17 .577 24
h2
27
12,979 04
1 I.!2
7 i 7 62
24
42 ,'272 06
26j
6,175 00
24
3 .'i,7 45 19
23
11,499 50
231
60 .0 11 6 l
31~
21,50:3 17
so21
34,9112 St
162
4,803 6/i
3
600 or· 3, lo
31
17,755 50
20 .804 4.3
58 21
20
88 18 .691 14

-

The foregoin~ is drawn from a detailed account
irom the land office, of all sales of land since the
establishment of the office. The attentive reader,
on comparing this with the statement included in
, the report of a committ ee o( the L egislature on
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the subject of Eastern lands, in February 1.814,
may perhaps apprehend some error, when he perceives that the quantity of land sold is greater, and
the amount of payments less, in the former than in
the latter; and that this produces a difference in
the estimated average price per acre, of about
ei~ht cents . . Hut as both statements are drawn
from the same source, and tl1ough varying in form
may each be presumed correct in substance, the
apparent difference in the quantity of land is probably owing to contracts not yet completely executed, being inserted in one and not in the other ; and
the difference in the proceeds of sales a~d average
price per acre is evidently owing to the interest
which had accumulatell on the original purchase
money, previous to tl1e payments into the treasury,
as exhibitecl in the report. This circumstance was
overlooked by tbe committee, when they stated the
average product of tl1e sales to be twenty eight
instead of twenty cents per acre. If by the average product is to be understood the present amount
of the original product with the interest annually,
computed from the dates of the completion of the
seve1·al purchases, it will rather exceed fifty eight
cents per acre.
A considerable part of the land which has been
sold is of the most valuable description, whether
as it respects situation or quality ; but it is far from
being wholly so. On the contrary, some, and that
not a small part, is entirely the reverse.
'.rhe distribution of the tracts, sold among the
several counties, as they now exist ; together with
c..,
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the amount of p1·oceeds of that in each county, is
very nearly as in
TABLE IT.
Counties ,

Cumberland
Oxford
Kennebeck.
Somerset
Hancock
Penobscot
Washington
S Id

{In

Somer.et
,;illi:~
and Oxford
B' h
In Hancock
mg am
Total

Average
Consideration.
per acre
cts.
cts.
17,0 4 6
~5,954 77
53
790,788
159,4.13 56
20
84,842
20,157 78
23J
115,722
_24-,30 5 JO ~l
75 ,047
24,869 19
33
617,257
2 ll ,400 13
S4
278,194
102,978 61
37

----

Acres.

1,000,000

& Wash :ngton 1,107,396

4,086,292

(

269,592

;6818,691

12½
14

20

In this statement some errors may exist on account of alterations in the lines of some of the towns
since the sales were made ; hut they are believed
not to be material.
Besides the lands which have been sold by the
Commonwealth, as before stated, large quantities
have been granted for the endowment and support
of literary and other public institutions, the relief
of the unfortunate, the reward of merit, the discharge of claims against the state, and other pur~
poses. Prior to the year i791. very few grants
were made except for services rendered, or claims
~gainst the state. •At tba.t time began a system of
encouraging the establishment of academies and
other literary institutions by an endowment in
land; ancl in the space of six years, as many acad ..
emies were endowed with a township each. After
the saks were suspended, applications far tb~se

t4.i
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ancl other public institutions became more numerous; and for a number of years, the Legislature
was continually importuned with petitions for these
purposes.
1.~hereport of a committee, to whom the subject
generally was referred, seemed to establish the principle, that · wherever (under certain limitations,
which however were not always observed,) an academy was endowed by private persons to a certain
amount, the Legislature would add half a township of land ; and in conformity to this principle a
great number of academies received an endowment of half a township each, and in some instances of more.
To applications for aid to literary institutions
succeeded others of different kinds ; and almost
every enterprize of a public nature has claimed, and
very generally received, a liberal share of Legislative pati·onage, in grants of the Ea"1r.rn lands.
The grants were generally made with the right
of selecting, at the option of the grantees, out of any
of the unappropriated lands. Of course they chose
the best they could find. Most of them have been
transferred to other hands, and located in valuable
situations. On some of them are now flourishing
settlements. Others have not yet begun to settle ;
and some few remain in the, hands of the original
~rantees unlocated. The whole quantity grantell
is nearly as follows.

____,,.
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GRANTS.
To literary institutions

In Massachusetts
In Maine

Pl'oper

For other public and charitah!e purpos es.

Acres .

313,360
449,117

~

Totals,

I

762 .477
· .•

__ t____
~

In Massachusetts Proper
264,960
-:-·75,360
J40,320
In Maine
· For coutingencies, including claims against the}
171,895
State, reward of merit in certain cases, &c. 8;,
(.:.
Tot al
p, 27 4, 693

.

I

l

This, with that which has b~en sold, as before
stated, makes the whole amou nt of the land alien
ated by the Commonwealt\1 within the last thirty
years, to be jive, millioryf three hundred and sixty

thousand nine hundred and eightyjive acres.
Whether the objects of the Legislature in alien ~
ating this lantl have ever been fully realized, is a
question, which at times has been strongly agitated
among djfierent classes of people, but to solve it
accurately, the nature of the case will not admit.
Any elucidation however, which may tend to as sist the judgment on this subject, or afford any use ful hints for the management or disposal of the re mainder, will not, however inconclusive, be wholl y
irrelevant in this place.
One of the objects of the Legislature in selling
the land was doubtless the revenue accruing from tlie.
sales. Another, and probably the most important ,
was to facilitate the population and improvement of
the conntry 1 by opening new fields for the employ .
ment of the sul'plus capital of the wealthy; of the in dustry and enterprize of those, who sought to acquir~
wealth and competence ; and of the labo,r of those ,,
who might have no other means of subsist ence.

---------

---------------
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The objects in making the donations to public in.
stitutions were unquestionably the encouragement
pf individ11al exertions for the promotion of science,
and the establishment of charitable and other useful
·'
institutions : as well as to assist those institutions
while in their infancy, before they could be suffi,.
ciently supplied with fQnds from other sources.
These several objects will be briefly noticed in their
order.
}-..orgreater perspicuity the land in qqestion may
be consiqered in four distinct classes.
f. ,.rhat whic}l was ~Id in sing le townships, or
smaller tracts, all of which are now in so~·e degre~
settled, and some of them fully so.
2. Single townships, in which no settlements
whatever have been qi.ade!
3. The tw9 large tracts sold to William Bingham.
4. Grants to public institutions, &c.
The land of the first ciass is estimated at about
1,441,367 acres ; the prices of which, at the time of
sale, averaged about 29 cents per acre, and with
the interest an11qnllya~cumulating to the year :1~13,
would am~unt to 89 cents per acrer If that piirt of
this land, w~ic~ is yet unsettled, together with the
proce~ds of that, which has been s~ld to settlers,
would now command in the market a gross sum,
which, after deducting all expenses of settlement,
.roads, taxes, &c~&c! shoqld average more than Su*
• The interest tQ thp present time, (1815,) would increase thui
amount to ·about one doliar per ~ere; and it ~s notorious that, in the interior, the lJl.arket value of land has not ~cently increased in any degree proportioned to the interest of money ; but has rather deprec iatedr,
'Yhich would seem to alter th e-state of the question, if these are to b~
considere~ only as average townships.
·
·
' ·
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cents per acre for the whole, including waste
land ancl water, then the Commonwealth has so far
been a loser by the sale of this part of its land.
Estimating the value of land from the demand pri ..
or to the year :1800, it would he, on the average,
about !:Yi'cents per acre. As these town~hips, however, are generally better situated than the remaining lands, and have many of them been settl ed for
a number of years, their present value, inclurling
the amount of the proceeds of sales to settlers , is 1
doubtless much more than this ; and it may be con.
eluded, that the sale of this part of the land was not
so advantageous to the Commonwealth, as it might
have been. How far the disadvantage, (whatever
it may he,) is counterbalanced by the other sales,
or by the convenience of the use of the money received in payment, each will judge for himself.
The seconcl class, or those townships in which
no settlements are yet begun, is estimated at about ,
637,5 i 9 acres. 'l'"he average price of this at the
time of sale was near 24! cents per acre, and with
the iIJterest to the year 1813, is not far from 43
cents per acre. 'This land, with the exception of
one township in the county of Hancock, and two
or three in Oxfo1·d, lies beyond all the settled town ships, and generally ii:i situll.tions uninviting to set tlers. More than one lialf of the townships are
far inferior in quality to the general average of the
District, and some of them are of the very worst
description , Taking the whole together, it cannQt
'J)eworth mor~ than any equal quantity as is averaged
through the r~maining unsold land in the District ;
which, qnder present appearances, cannot be l.1igh.,,
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er than f2 cents per acre. The difference therefore, between this value, and the amount of the
original sales and interest, viz. about S167,000, may
properly be considered as saved to the State in the
sale of the land of this class ; with the additional
advantage of having had the command of cash, insteacl of retaining on hand so much of the least valuable part of its land.
The land sold to Mr. Bingham, viz. t,000,000
acres on the Kennebeck, and f,107,396 acres between the Penobscot and Passamaquoddy, forms
the third class. This was originally sold at -il?½cents
per acre, the interest of which renders it now equal
to about 49 cents per acre. In the tract on the Kennebeck are a few good townships, but much of it is
mountainous and barren. Considering the unfavorable situation and inferior quality of a large part
of it, the whole ti-act, on an average, is probably
not more valuable than the average of the remaining land belonging to the Commonwealtl1. If the
estimates in chapter IX are well founded, this value cannot much exceed 1.7cents, and most probably not 1.2 cents per acre. Supposing even the
highest, (viz. 17 cents,) the Commonwealth must
have gained, or saved by the sale of this tract, a
sum, which, with its intere'lt, is equal to 32 cents
per acre, or S320,000 on the whole tract.* Add
this sum to the present amount of the original price
of the tract east of the Penobscot, and it will
amount to 78 cents per acre. When therefore we
• See chapter XI, page 100, concluding paragraph. If the objection,
there supposc<l, is of much weight, the saving or gain h~re must propor .
tionally excee(l this sum .
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would ascertain whether the Commonwealth has
gained or lost in the price of these two tracts, we
should. first ascertain whether that east of the Penobscot is now on the average wol'th in the market
more than 78 cents per acre ; or whether both collectively are worth, and would command, more
than 49 cents per acre. Judging from the estimates in chapter IX, and comparing them with the
known prices of single townships, with the right of
selecting them in the best of the unappropriat _ed
lands, the reader will not be at a loss to decide.*
Thus far as it relates to the object of selling the
land merely on account of the value of the proceeds.
Whether it would have been more profitable to
have managed it in a different manner than selling
in large tracts, may admit of much argument; but
it is not designed here to consider what mig;hthave
been. The question whether a greater price coulcl
have been obtained for it at the time, though it is
strongly affirmed by some, can hardly be supposed
admissible. It is easily rendered evident, almost
to demonstration, that a large part of the land
would not now command so much, as the amount of
the original sales and interest. Some part of it
would doubtless command more; but the impossi bility of deciding, with much certainty, what price
• An apparent difference may be observed between the estimated
value of land in this and the preceding chapter. In both however, it
is founded on the same principles; though in one case it is the present
:werage value of the whole collectively, deduced from the probabilities
which past experience may afford as to future sales ; and in the other
the probable value at the time when.it may be supposed that the pro prietor will begin to realize the proceeds. The propriety of pursuint·
these different methods in the two cases, it is presum ed, will be r,uffi.
c iently obvious .
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it might have commanded, had it been retained to
this time, or had no more been sold than has been
required by the actual settlers, will be evident to
any one ; and it must be admitted, that no hypothet ..
ical reasoning on the subject can be entirely conclusive. The facts stated may throw some light on
the subject; and as, on particular occasions, refer ence is made to the manner and price, at which the
public lands have heen lli~posed of, it is hoped that
the consideration, here given it, will not be uninteresting.
The next, and probably most important object
of the Legislature, it is presumed, was to facilitate
and provide for the settlement and improvement of
the country ; and for this purpo~e it seems to hav&
been thought sufficient to provitle, that in all contracts for the sale of any considerable. tracts, coltditions should be made for the settlement of a certain number, (generally about 10 families,) within
a limited time.
'rhe number of families required was as gre,at
as the actual immigration to new to,vnships at the
most fl.ourishing period, would have enabled all
the purchasers to obtain, within the time limited in
their contracts. But, as a great number of townships were thrown into the market within a short
time, antl subject to he settled nearly at once; without any calculations on the impracticability of settling all parts of an extensive wilderness at the
same instant ; or any provision to prevent tl1e proprietor of one township from obstructing the access
to that of his more remote neighbor, or to assist
the latter to overcome the obstacles, which might be
1
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thrown in his way by the negligence or tlrn design
of the former ; it was soon perceived by many of
the purchasers, that a plea was afforded to excuse
the nonperformance of their contracts. '£he proprietors of those, in the more favorable situa tioils,
presumed, that theirs would be settled of course,
without any great exertions of their own ; while
the proprietors of the more remote ones believed,
that they should be excused from fulfilling their own
contracts, until those situated between theirs and the
markets should be so far settled, as at least to open
a practicable passage through them. 1.~he consequence (with some few exceptions) was a general
laxity among the whole in their exertions to fulfil
their respective contracts for settlement ; and reckoning upon a continuance and even increase of the
flux of immigration to the wilderness as a thing of
course and irresistible, ,·ery few would allow settlers such terms: as would indemnify them for the
sacrifices, which many of them must un!:tvoidahly
make undet· the circumstances, in which most of the
new townships have been placed. 'rhis operated
so far to discourage that enterprising spirit, which
at first, and for a number of years, pt·ompted gr eat
numbers to settle in new townships that, taking the
middle point between the first sales and the present time, which is about the year 1.800, the annual
settlements in new townships since that period have
averaged but little more than half the number expe rienced previous to it ; and thi~ proportion is still
diminishing every year.*
I

I

.., Of late years other causes h.aYe also cooper,ated to produ~e thi s
effc:;_tt,
, '

15
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Another consequence of this laxity on the part
the purchasers has been a popular anll at times
very strong outcry against the Legislature for having made any, and particularly l>trge, sales to nonresitlents.
Without allo,ving for any possible want
of knowledge or foresight on the pad of the Legislature, or discriminating between culpable neglect ·
on the part of some of the purchasers, and the in ..
superable difficulties in the way of others. the whole
were included in one general stigma, as inimical
to the rights of the people and the prosperity of the
C0mmonwealth.
In times of great party excitement, the sentiment has been eeized with avidity,
and made m 11ch use of for electioneering pnrposes;
and this, far from remedying, has tended rather to
i,ncrea"e the evil complained of.
The time limittd for completing the settlements
in most of these townships expired about, and with.
in a few years after, the year 1800. It will be concluded from the preceding observations, that they
l1ad very generally failed of fulfilment ; and that
this object of the Legislature was not fully attainetl.
[n a large part of the townships, and in many of
the ·rery hest, whether as to situation or quality, no
measures whatever had been taken even to begin a
settlement ; the proprietors therefore found it expedient in many instances to petition the Legislature
for an extension of time to complete their several
contracts ; which was generally granted them.
\\That was the p,recise state of the settlements gener'ally at that time, cannot now be ascertained ; but!'
in the year -181O, they had progressed so far that,
tbou~h in some of the townships the ~ettlements '

or
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~were not yet begun, and ju many others they were
11ot fully completed ; yet in the remainder thet·e
were enough to produce au average among the
whole, of aQout 40 families to each.
,-rhe number of townships of this description in
each county, their total population in 181.0, with
the number of families estimated to be a,e1·aged to
, a township in each county respectively, and the number of townships, in which no settlements are yet
begun, are as stated in the following table.
TABLE III.
\

·0
:..

Townships in whichl
settlements were
v
begur. betfore 1810 . :;

4)

Counties.-

O xford
-Kennebeck
Somerset
Hancock
Penobscot
Washing ton
Total
-

•

~

.I

I

,-

=~
.e--~
0

e

'1.)'73
>c:1
"'..,
:;j<Ll,......,:;:i,..o
"'v·c..,,...
St .:;
gj O
~
~~~oo ~~rn:.::;+-'~
~o
o .:; 0 rn c C ..., ·;:: "O ::: .:: +-'
,..0 :::
0
..c: i:-. ::: ::: ~::::
::: C:
'-- o
,.... t>v"'
:<:c:10
O::i
:S::..., Zcii ...-..c .-<;::!~ i......, ~ en
i:;:i-c ·
st,.~~~

.:;.e-

~..c

.s

.e31 17 ·-5,5 13 - 64- 14
1

5
IO
4
20
10
80

5
9
4
16
6

57

2,84,0 113
2,26 l 50
1,361 54
2, C48 25
1,974
65
15,997 56

4
4

23-

'rhis table includes only so much of the land, as
was sold in whole townships, and under contracts
for settlement.
No estimate of this kind is attempt.
ed with regard to the other lands sold with in the
same time, because the smaller tracts are scattered
1n-o-miscuouslyamong many older towns, from which,
in this pa,rticular, it would be i1J1possihle to sepa ..
ate them ; and in the two large tracts, sold to Mr,.
Bingham, the contracts for settlement were not con,,
fined to townships, nor is there, as to them,any
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known account, which can be sufficiently clep~uded
on~ to warrant a statement as in any tolerable degree

correct,
'"Though it appears that, in the a.ggregate, _the
contracts for settlement in these townships may be
st1id now to be substantially fulfilled ; yet it can
not be said that they are peopled to the degree
which, at the time of making the sales, was natur4lly to have been expected ; nor that the object of
the Le gh;lature in this respect has been realized.
'l"liegreatest deficiences appear in Oxford and _the
north part of Hancock . Some of the most promi, nent reasons for this partial failure have been alluded to. It is not intended however to intimate that
there are no other causes, to which it may be, in
part, referred ; but, as the examination of them
would extend to an immoclerate length, what perhaps may already be thought too pr()lix ; and as it
is believed that a proper understanding of tlie subject, and suitable exertions might in a great degree
have overbor ne the influence of other impediments,
their place here may be clispense "d with.
T he subject was brought at large before the
Legislature about the year 1807, on the occasion of
a petiti on from the heirs or agents of William Bingba rn fo~ an allowance of farther time to complete the
se'ttlements contracted . for on the two large tracts purchased by him. The prevailin~ sentiment among
the majority of the Legislature at that time seemed
tn be that, as one of the most important parts of the
contracts had not been fully executed on the part
of the purchasers, the Commonwealth ought to avail
itself of this circumstance to rcseiz~ the land. . .A cs,ll!,

,.

.{
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siderable part of the people, especially those who
hatl been led to criminate the principle, on which the
~ale,s were originally made, were strongly ofthe·same
opinion ; and some of the most influential members '
of the majority were considered by many as pledged to a(lopt this course with all the lands which hacl
not been settled according to the strict letter of the
origi11al contracts.
Tbey appeared indeed to make
great exertions to effect the object in this case (the
principal of which involved all the rest); but the decision of it was postponed to the succee<ling year.
When the subject was again brought under discussion, some, who the preceding year ha<l appearetl
the most violent in opp i,sition to any farther indulgence to the petitioners, were now their most zealous
ai1d influential advocates; and tl~ey were grantecl
a farth.er time of six yea1·s to fulfil their original
contracts, on condition of giving security for the payment of thirty dollars for each family which, at the
expiration of the time, should be wanting to complete the number contracted for.
1-~his particular case is notiped, because, at the
time, it excited a great degree of interest in the subject at large ; and more esp,ecially because the de~i-.
sion of it forms a new epoch in the system, a~ it established a pr~ceclent, by which the Legislature has
since been governed, in extending from time to time,
~ proportionate indulgence to the remaining clelin,
quent purchasers, and may be considered as a ·waiver of the original obje~t f~Jr a commutati9n in mon-

ey.*
The proportion of this corr.mutation was the same on all delinquents ; without any discrimination between those townships, whose lo
f~lsituation and advantages were such that nry trifling exertions oft)'
;i.

I
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The last subject of inquiry is, whether the ob·
ject of the Legislature, iu making the grants to public institutions, has been realized ; or whether they
have bee,n attended with the expected benefit to
those institutions. On this head a. few general and
very brief observations may suffice.
· These grants, according to the statement in the
prec-eding pa1-t of this chapte~·, amount to about
i,10~,797 acres. Some of them were located in very
valuable situations, and a.re now well settled towne.
Others were situate.d more remotely, and are less .
valuable; and a few remain yet unlocated. In general, the grants have been made to infant iasti_tutions,
whose funds were not fully competent to theh- support ; it therefore has frequently been necessary for
them to dispose of their lands immediately, to the
best purchaser they could obtain. In some instan ...
ces, they have sold at from 60 to 6.2½cents per acre,
and perl1aps some few much higher, while others
have been glad to get from 83 to 42 cents per acre.
It has been evident, that the Legislature aimed at
distributing its favors as equally as the nature of
the case would admit ; but the very different prices,
obtained by the different g1·antees for their lands,
has defeated ·this aim in a great measure, and the
loss has gene1·ally fallen on those institutions which
were least able to bear it ; that is, those whose necessities obligecl them to sell at whatever price they
proprietors would have settled them immediately, and those so unfavora ..
bly situated, or inferior in quality, that no exertions could possibly settle ,
--them in due time ; nor between those proprietors, who had Hnsuccessful .
Jy exerted themselves of the utmost to fulfil their contracts, and those
wbo not only have taken no measures to fulfil their own contracts,

ln,
,, ·

have materially impeded th~ exertions of oth-ert
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could first obtain. In some instances the grantees,
considering their land as a fund, on which they
might safely calculate for the reimbursement" of expenses advanced, have embarrassed themselves, and
perhaps injured their future usefulness by anticipations, to meet which, the sales of their lands have
uot afforde(J the means iu due season. Whatever
advantages might eventually have accrued to them
from sales in detail, they have, with few exceptions,
fallen into the hands of individual or associated speculators ; or have been barred by the general inertness of the great body of landholders to bring for-_
warcl the settlement of this country to the degree, of
which it was susceptible. In a few instances the
original grantees still retain their land in their own
hands, calculating on an increased profit at a future day, when the demand for wild land shall he
greater, and the price higher. These have as yet
received uo benefit whatever from the grants to
them. \Vhether they will hereafter derive any
advantages commen~ur_ate with the positive loss or
inactive capital, is at least problematical.
From what has been said, it may be concluded,
that though these grants have sometimes rendered
essential service to the institutions on which they
have been bestowed; yet, on the whole, they have
not produced benefits to the extent, intended and
~xpected by the Legislature; nor perhaps in any
degree equal to what has been generally supposecl.
Ancl~ as the institutions, to which they have been
made, are of public utility, and any aid to them
is directly or indirectly a benefit~ and of course any
inefficjency in such aicl a loss, to the public, it i-s
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equally true, that the public also has sustained a
proportionate loss in the diminution of the expected
advantage:
and, as these grants were generally
selected out of the best of the public lands, anll
many of them are already well settled'towns, their
value may be considered at least as equal tQ that
of average townships when beginning to settle,
(which at the lowest is estimated at 85½ cents per
acre , ) and probably much higher; the difference
between this and what has been actually obtained
by the several institutions for their lands, must be
a total loss to them or to the public, and in some
sense to both. It may therefore, without farther
inquiry, be said, that the benevolence of the Legis lature in making these grants, has but partially effected its object.
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extensive unsettled part of the District of
1'.laine ltas hitherto been but little known to the
·public. 'l"he most of it has been occasionally ex plored by different individuals ; but few of them
bave made their observations generally know n ;
and none ~as been at the pains- of collecting and
digesting them for the 1mrpose of a general and
comprehensive view. Its importance, however, as
a source of revenue to be obtained from futurQ
sales ; and more especially a~ affording a foundation, on which, by proper measures, may be established a vast accession of wealth and strength to
THE
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the State, will give some interest to any descrip tion ancl remark; however incomplete the materi als, and defective the attempt.
In the obseryations which follow, minute accuracy must not be expected.
A small share of personal knowledge, and a comparison of the accounts
of all descriptions of persons, who have hitherto
traversed this extensive wilderness, warrant the belief, that the genwral r~presentation is as near the
truth, as, under present circumstances, can be obtained.
A. consfrlerable share of the wild land in l\'Iaine
is the property of private individuals.
The most
of this lies more immediately adjacent to the present settled part of the country; while the remainder is situated far in the interior; and in many pla ces, it is considerably intermixed with that belonging; to the State. In some parts settlements are
beginning, both on the land of the State, and that of
private persons. These settlements are thinly antl
irregularly sca~tered over a large extent of territory, so that the tracts, on which they are, cannot be
collected together uncler any general description,
nor easily distinguished from the gteat body of the
wild land. Their numbers, however, are not sufficient materially toaffect the general result; being in
the whole but about i500 families. From the difficulty, therefore, of making any accurate discrimi nations between the land of different individuals,
and that of :the State, the whole tract, lying to the
northward of that which is aheacly so far settled, as
to be incorporated into towns and plantations, will
be treated of, as belonging to the State. Tho re~:'.15
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der will for himself make such deductions and allowances, for the interest of private persons, as he
thinks 11roper.
'l,he territory under consideration is estimated
to contain not far from 16,031,000 acres, of which ,
about 4,25.2,,000 acres belong to different individuals, and 11,779,000 acres to the State of ~lassachusetts. It contains , in its different parts, most of the
varieties of soil, which are to be found in New England.
As far as can be judged from the few attempts at agriculture withiu and near it, it is favorable to the cultivation of wheat, Indian corn, grass,
ancl in general of all the most important fruits and
vegetables, usually cultivated in the Northern
States.
Almost the whole of this territory is at present
one continued forest. ,.-.fheprincipal kinds of wood
are beech, ma11le, birch, bass, ash, elm, w·hite pine,
hemlock, spruce, cedar, fir, and juniper.
Very little oak is to be found , In some few . places, particularly on the rich intervals, is the butternut, or
oilnut ; in others the sycamore, {Joplar, wild cherry,
and sumach. The deciduous woods are most frequently to be founcl on, and are generally consideretl as in<lications of, tlie best soils ; evergreens the
poorest. 'rhis is not without exceptions, and in
many instances very important ones; but it is not
to be expected that any g13neral descriptions will
apply equally to all parts of a country so extensive.
On the western side of the D istrict a tract will be
found, extending east to Kennebeck river, and north
to the boundary near the heads _ of the Chaudiere ;
comprehending the north 1mrt of the county ' of Ox-
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ford with a part of Somerset; which i!I generally
very rugged and mountainous, cove1·ed principally
with spruce and other evergreens, inters persed
here and there with ridges of good land, covered
with beech, rock maple, I.Jass,ash, ~c. Some large
bodies of pine are also to be found here. ,..fhis
tract, on account of the smaller proportion of good
land it contains, and the comparative inhospitality
of its climate, will sustain the least proportion of inhabitants, and presents less encouragement to agricultural enterprise. than perhaps any other part
of the District.
Proceeding eastward to the Penobscot, and
north to the head of its eastern branch, is a tr.1ct in
n1any respects the reverse of the former. 'rbe
southern part of this contains a greater 1noportion
of good land, than any other part of the interior, if
we except that near the St. John. The surface
rises in gentle swells, covered with beech, rockmaple, birch, ash, bass, &c. and in some few places,
white and red oak. The soil is favorable to all the
purposes of agriculture. The low lands are principally covered with pine, hemlock, spruce, cetlar,
fie. in some places with a hard and barren soil, but
frequently excellent for grass, hemp, and fl.ax. On
some of the streams are tracts of excellent interval.
The central part of this section exhibits greater
varieties, than the former. The inequalities in the
surf ace are greater and more abrupt. The hills
and ridges in some places are dry and gra,·elly, in
others rocky and moist, and in others an exceeding
rich loam, of equal, if not superior quality for cultivation to any other to be found in the District .
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rrlic : mo~t peculia1· feature of this tract is, that with.,
in it is a:-Jiu-ge tract, al most wholly divested of
trees of any" c'Qnsiderable size. In October, f 798,
a hurricane from the northwest* swept the tract
from· Penobscot river to within 15 or 20 miles of
the Kennebeck ; extending in its effects from the
eighth 1·ange of townships, ten and in some places
twenty or more miles to the north; since which tho
most of it h;u, been occasionally overrun by fires;
bqt it is now in a measure covered with a young
gi·owth of birch, wild cherry, poplar, and sycamore. In those places, which have escaped the
fires, the young growth is generally the. same, as
t}ie original stock.
The north part of this section is mountainous,
though not so much so as the. section first desc1·ibed ;
and it is interspersed with large tracts of good land,
cpv~red with beech, maple, B[c. B[c.
In different parts, minerals of various kinds
~ave been tliscovered, though no researches have
been made to ascertain their extent. Iu the cen-,
tral pa1·t of the tract is a large body of limestone,
a bed of excellent iron ore, and a large quantity
of very fine yellow ochre. In other places chalybeate ancl other mineral sprir1gs, bog iron ore, py~
rites, ochres, lime, marine petrifactions, sulphate of
iron, ~c. ~c. are found. In other. parts of the interior are said tobe indications of the existence of
* The curious may find a subjctct for disquisition in accounting for
I

t he fact? that the lateral extent of this tprnaµo was greater than its d:-,
extent . Its visible effects may be traced on a tract nearly triangu ~
~ar, having its base nearly on the north line of the eighth range
townships ; and its apex about the west branch of the Penobscot, ra.tb:Q
tr ~ast,yai-d.: of the. centre
of the tract. '
; ·· · '
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iron, ochres, and other minerals;
but they have
not been particularly examined.
The section lying east of the Penobscot, and
south of the Passadumkeag,
and Schoodic lakes, .
though but a very small part of it belongs to t\ie
Sta te, may propedy be noticed under this genera,\
iiead.
'l"his tract is not so uniformly good, as that between the Penobscot and the Kennebeck, but pre sents genera .Hy similar varieties of soil and growth
of timber, with the exception that it contains very
little white oak, but has larger tracts of the best
pine timber. About one fourth of the land may
be considered as unfit for settlement; the remainder
is generally good, lying principally in swells or
·ridges, running nearly north and south. A few
settlements are begun in various parts of this tract,
in which cultivation is attended with as much success, as in any other of the new settlements in the
District.
Its proximity to the sea, an<l the nume1·ous rivers, which intersect and bound it, will
present facilities and inducements to the farmer, superior perhaps, in some respects, to what may be
found in most other of the unsettled parts of the
District of equal extent.
Between the Passadumkeag and ~1letawamkeag
is a large proportion of good land, lying in gradual
swells, with a growth of beech, maple, 8£c.
8£c.interspersed with spruce and ceclar swamps, some of
which are of considerable extent. North of this,
, is a large tract of low, swamp~y land, extending
along the north branch of the Meta wamkeag near}! 50 iniles, with hut comparatively little intcrmis-
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,sio;n. On the east and the west of this, are large
tracts of excellent land.
'rhe country, watered by the St. John and its
numerous branches, forms the largest section of the
jnterior of ~faine. In the eastern part of this, the
surface is comparatively very level, lying generally
in broad, gentle swells, of an excellent soil, with a
large growth of maple, beech, Lass, o~lnut, &c. in termixed occasion a Hy with firs and otber evergreens. On the streams are large and rich intervah. Proceeding westward, the hills rise higher,
with greater diversities in the surface and qualities
of the soil. About the heads of the Asoostook on
the south, and Matawascah on the north, are mountainous tracts. The intermediate space, ancl that
extending west to the boundary of the District, may
be consitlered generally as a hilly country, of a.
good soil ; the growth of timber generally the same
as in other parts of the District. Between the
southwestern branch of the St. John and the Ca ..
nadian frontier, there is a tract of some extent, of
level, poor land, covered principally with hemlock
ancl white birch ; and about the great lakes on
that branch are smpe considerable tracts of low land, .
with a growth of spruce and cedar ; but these are
not sufficiently extensive to form an important exception to the general description.
Viewed collectively, this territory lies rather remote from the sea, if we except that part which lies
between the Penobscot and Passamaquoddy rivers .
Surroundell however as it is by navigable waters at
no great distance, all parts of it will :find easy access to markets, whenever roads shall be opened and
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made passable in proper directions. The nearest
markets to the different parts of it will be
' f. Hallowell and Augusta, at the head of the tide
on the Kennebeck. This is open for shipping in
the summer season, and then only to smaller vessels,
and with some difficulty. It will prohaLly, other circumstances being equal, be the market for whatever population there may be on about :27COsquare
miles of this territory. The average distance may
be not far from 70 miles, and the greatest about
fOO miles.
2. Bangor on the Penobscot. This, like the
former, is not open for shipping during t}1ewinter;
hut at other seasons is of very easy access for ves ..
sels of almost any size ; ancl the river is open at
all times to :Frankfort, within f2 miles of Bangor.
'l"hat part of the territory, which will be naturally
dependent on this, as the nearest market, will probably be not far from 7700 square miles; the ave:rage distance to which will probably be about 60
miles, ancl the greatest about 1~0 miles.
3. The different ports between the Penobscot
and the Passamaquoddy, which will furnish market~ for a tract of about 2400 square miles. The
greatest distance from tide waters in this tract will
probably not exceed 50 miles, the average dis tance 20 miles.
4. Quebec, with smaller places below it on the ,
St. Lawrence, and 1-l'redericton on the St. John .. t
'I'liese will be the nearest markets for about one .J
l1alf the territory. '£he greatest distance '"ill prob ably not much exceed 180 miles to one or the other
of these places. The mean distance may he from
7 0 to 90 miles .
l
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On the whole, there .is no vacant territory in tf1e
United States, which affords so many advantages
of communication with different markets already established and flourishing, as are to be found in the
unsettled part of ~1aine ; and it may be cnnsidered as rich in point of soil, and containing as little waste
land, as any other part of New-England of equal extent. At its first settlement, its products for exportation will consist principally of lumber, potash, anll
wheat. As it proceeds in improvement, flour, pork,
beef, wool, flax, 8fc. will become its staple articles -.
The products of about one half the ter1·itory will
most naturally find their way to market~ on the St
Lawrence and St. Jol1n, whence, ueithe1· the State
nor the Nation will derive any advantage from their
consumption or exportation; unless measures are
seasonably taken to provide for good roads to the
markets within the District ; and more especially to
improve the advantages offered by its
RIYERS

,.

AND FACILITIES

FOR INLAND

NAYIGATION.

Besides the small rivers, which fall into the ~ea
between the Penobscot and Schoodic, the territory _
under consideration is intersected in every direction
by the Kennebeck, Penobscot, Schoodic, and St.
John, ancl their numerous branches.
All these af:..
ford conveyance for lumber, in some shape or other,
to the tide waters; but will be noticed in this place
more particularly, as offering the means of an extensive internal communication between the variou ·~
parts of the District.
The I{ennebeck admits of the descent of masts,
logs, ~c. almost from its sources ; but the passage
of rafts anll boats is obstructecl by falls in severa-1
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places, over which they can not safely pass. It is
iri many places rapid and difficult of ascent ; in others, it is shoal in summer, and overflows its banks
in spring, so that it cannot probably be rendered at
all times passable for loaded boats, ascending from
the tide to its source in Moosehead lake, unless at
a very great expense.
The Penobscot has many rapids, but no falls suf ..
ficient entirely to prevent the passage of boats as ..
cending and descending, for near sixty miles from
the tide waters ; above this, it is passable for masts
&c. descending from near to its sources. Its principal branches, the Piscata,quis on the west, and
Passadumkeag and Metawamkeag on the east, are
with little difficulty passable tor boats ancl rafts, from
~O to 30 miles. Above the junction of the eastern
and western branches, the Penobscot is occasionally
broken by falls, and has some long rapids, which
would require much expense to render it passable
for loaded boats ascending.
The Schoodic, or Passamaquoddy, on its eastern,
or rather middle branch, on the boundary of the
District, will be of little cousequeuce. Its western
branch is prjncipally a chain of lakes, between
which the passages are short ; and may at a frifling
expense be rendered convenient. Through this and
the Passadumkeag is the usual route from the Penobscot to Pasflamaquoddy bay. The waters of tb0.
two rivers approach to within about one mile of each
other ; and the portages rouncl all their falls, from.
the head.of the tide on each, do not, including thnt
over land between them, exceed 6¾miles.
The St.John is passable for boa.ts.ascending agd

i7
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clesccncling, from the Grand falls, near the eastern
boundary, to its source in the lake A.bpmoojeenegamook, excepting a small portage above the junction of the M .tta wascah, of about :20 rods in length. 1
The general rapidity of the current is not grnat;
hoaf.s descending with it, 1·equiring about half the
time which tl1Pydo in the ascent.
To pass the grand
falls requires a portage of about i½mile, below which
is good boat navigation to Fredericton, at the head
of the tide.
Upon examination it will be evident, that nature
has done much towards facilitating the ~ommunication hy water, between various parts of the interior.
The passages however are in some measu 're detached from each other; and the time may perhap s he
thought yet far distant when it is expedient to inquirehow far they may b8 extended and con,1ecte 1l; the
natural ad vantages which they offer be improved by
the assistance of art ; and what may be the requisite extent of such improvements, and their probable
effect an<l importance. But, if ever the opening of a
chain of inland navigation through the District may
be of sufficient advantage to justify the expense; if
the facilities~ which nature bas afforded for such an
object, may, at any time, add any thing to the value
of the territory ; however distant that time may be,
it is certainly useful that their extent should be
known, an(l the practicability of the object pointed
out, in order that its probable, or even possible, advantages may seasonably become the s1:1hjectof consideration with those, whose interest may be affected
by it ; and the importance of such an object to the
future intere~ts of the District, it is presumed, will '
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justify a more particular n ~tice of it, than would at
this time have been given it, from any other consideration.
No argument is necessary to prove that the nav ..
igitti(Jn of rivers, w hkh are occasionally intei-rupted
hy portagrs and impr.ded hy rapids, is of vet·y little
value, when compared with that where no such obstructious exist, or where they have been surmounted by art: and if a line of commnaication, by means
of canals, could he opeued though the District at a
comparatively trifling expense, it will be readily
conceived, that the real value of the land must be
much enhanced, and the population and impnwement of the country highly promoted.
Nor arc
these the only advantages, which might result from
it. The trade of every inland country must necessarily in a great measure follow the channel, through
which its products most easily find their way to a
market.
Nearly one half of the yet unsettlecl part
of the country lies on the waters of the St. John,
which will afford the cheapest convey~nce for its
lumber and produce for many years ; it may therefore be expected, that whenever this shall be settled,
nea1ly its whole trade will he confined to markets ou
that rh'er, out of the jurisdiction or control of the
State, and dependent on the policy or caprice of a
foreign govlwnment ; and whatever profit or advantage might accrue to the community from the rrciprocal exchange of commodities between its different
mem hers or sections, it will be wholly lost, unle~s a
eafe and easy communication should be opened from
some of the sea1Jorts within the District to that ex ..
tensiv~ and valuable territory. 'fo suggest the prac ..
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ticability of snch a communication is the present
object.
1.~he Penobscot, and its eastern branches, the
Passadumkrag and Metawamkeag, require but the
expense of a yery few miles in canals and towing
paths to render safe and easy tl1e ascent of loaded
boats nearly to the sources of those branches. As
they approach near to the eastern verge of the District, the temoving or surmounting of the few obstructions in them, with opening the sho1·t distance
between th~ Passadumkeag and the Schoodic lakes,
would provide sufficiently for that quarter of the
country.
To reach the central part of the territory, or
the south western branches of the St. J @hn,by the
nssistal}ce of canals from the tide waters in Maine,
three routes present themselves, viz. t. Through
tlie Kennebeck into Moosehead lake, thence into
the west braqch of Penobscot, through that, descending to Chesuncook lake, from thence ascending through the U mbazukscus to its source, and
thence to the h\.ke Ahpmoojeenegamook, at the
head of the southwestern branch of the St. John.
~- Through the Penobscot, following its western
branch to the liead of Chesuncook, and thence as
before Or 3. Through various small streams and
ponds, connecting in a measure both the former.
Any very correct estimate of distances, elevations, and otber ctrcuJnstances, fro~ which the practicability and expense of canals may be accurately
decluced, will not be expected in the present stat,
th~ country. General description, though 11.n.a=:

of
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voidably imperfect, will enable us to judge wheth er farther inquiry will in future be expedient.
rrhe tide flows into the heart of the country
farther, and naYigation to the head of it is better,
on the Penobscot, than in any other place in the
l)istrict.
Beginning then at Bangor, about 2
miles below the exkeme head of the tide, is a small
stream, hy the assistance of \vhich, with a canal
over low ground, not exceecling 3 miles, a passage
may be made into Pushaw pond. Through this
pond and Dead stre1.m, which is connectetl with its
outlet, is easy navigation from 12 to 18 miles~
Continuing up this stream, which affords sufficient
water for all the purposes of a canal, there are
some shoal and rapid places, (but not of any great
elevation,) which would 1·equire dams and locks,
to a small pond in township number 1, in the 6th
range. Between this pond and the Piscataquis
the land is generally low, and it would require a
canal of about 3! miles to connect them. Ascending the Piscataquis about 3 miles, to the mouth of
the Sebec, which, with the exception of three rapids easily renclered passable, and net in the whole
length exceeding f ½mile, affords a very easy transportation 20 miles farther, to the heatl of Sebec pond,
in township "N'o. 8 in the 8th range. From this, two
routes present themselves. The westernmost, tbro'
Wilson stream, is generally rapid, but by means of
dams or locks, at intervals from one to three miles
each, may be ascended about :1.8miles, to its source
in Wilson pond, about 2 miles from the southern extremity of Moosehead lake.
'I he eastern course
lies through Ship-poncl stream (which is the usu~l
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route for the Inllians with their canoes) and has a
chain of ponds, which, with their connecting streams,
afford long distances of smooth water, and the intermediate rapids are easy to surmount.
From the
head of this however, a canal will be requisite to
Wilson pond, about d miles. From this last pond
to Moo!i;ehead lake the distance does not exceed 2
miles, ant! the intervening land is not very high.
1~he whole of this distance from the ti•le at Bangor to ~Ioosehead lake is not far from ; 5 miles ;
more than half of which is nearly dead water, and
~ largP, p-trt o.f the remainder is of easy ~scent.
'£he whole length of the canals necessary to
,£onnect the waters would not exceed i 1} miles, and
-probably not amount to 9 miles.
As the small
)streams, where they are r_apid, are not abrupt, and
have generally good hanks, the dams and locks necessary to preserve their waters, and facilitate the
a~cent, would require .but a comparatively trifling
expense.
·
Moosehead lake extends to the north about 30
miles, and from this the1·e are two portages of about
1.½ mile (both 'ofthem ovet· low land) which communicate with tne west branch of the Penobscot at different places above and below the great falls on that
river. A canal in either of these places would be
very easy. From the lower portage the passage of
the river is safe and easy to Chesuncook lake. F1·om.
thence, up the U mhazukscus is smooth water f 0
, or 12 miles, and with the exception of one short
portage, it is passable for boats to a small pond at
its head. From this pond it is low land about :1I
mile to another, issuing and affording a good llas~
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sage for boats to .Ahpmoojeenegamook lake. This
lake, with two smaller ones below it, affords good
navigation for about 40 miles farther, to their outlet in the river St. John;
which is passable for
boats, for more than f 00 miles, to the Grand falls,
with the exception of one portage of about 20 rods.
The de..;ceuding passa~e generally requires about
8 days; the ascending fi, and sometimes 6.
It will be perceived, that after penetrating to
Mooseheacl lake, that three short canals, viz. one
between that lake and the Penobscot; one on the
Umhazu kscus, and one from that to the Ahpmoojeenegamook, (the whole of which will uot exceed four miles.) will extend the navigation about
90 miles farther, to the outlrt of the lakes, on the
St. John;
aad that from this, there is a channe1
already passable, more than 100 miles farther, to
the eastern extremity of the District.
'rhe whole
extent of the route described is very little short of
300 miles, without including what navigable waters there are already, and may be, connected with
it on either side. The whole extent of the canals,
necessary to open this communication, will not exceed :16 miles.
'rhat of dams, locks, towing
paths, &c. to pass the differ~nt rapids, can uot at
1n·esent be so easily estimated ; but may safely be
presrame<l to fall short of the expense of a canal
of 10 miles. Of the probable expense, the 1Yriter
dot•s not profess to judge.
"rhe bene~ts, which might result to the State
from the opening of such an extensive inland u::w- igation, would probably be found, in a great inorease i11the intrim,ic value of its lands ; encotn-
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aging the settlement or the country, and preservin~
to itself its surplus population, with its conseqllent
wealth and strength; anticipating the re venue t o
be derived, from the sales of land;
opening new
fields, for the employment of the industt·y and enterprise of its citizens;
preserving the do mest ic
trade of the distant settlements within the State ;
and in connecting by ties of reci1wocal interest
those sections, which otherwisr are natur a.lly sev ered; as well as in whatever revenue might ultimately be derived from the tolls. "\Vlrnther these
advantages will even be of sufficient magnituclr, to
justify any early measures, to lay the foundat ion
for the eventual execution of such a work, is a
question, which is suggested to the cousid<'r a tion
of those, who may feel an interest in any schemes ·
to promote the public weal.
Like every thing
future, all speculations on this subject must, it is
admitted, be in a measu1·e uncertain ; but it is th e
p1·ovince of the statist to look forward to, and act
for, the future, as well as the present; an (l in his
calculations, on the resources of his country, it is
liis cluty to anticipate all possible events.
However rich and fe1·tile the territory may he;
wl1atever are its natural advantages, and its real
i nfrinsic value; it can be of little use to the pro pl'ietors of the soil, as a source of revenue ; or to
the State, as a foundation for an increase of phys•
ical strength, political weight, or aggregate wealth;
until these advantages are to a certain clegree im provetl by art, t]1e country thoroughly opened to
the access of all descriptions of people, and every
reasonable facility 1·cndcred, to enable them to re~
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alize the full Yalue of the products of their labor.
No doubt, all this will take place of fonrse, when
there shall he a sufficient increase of population ;
but it may now he questioned, whether there e,,._
er will be such an increase, unless some provision
for these improvements shall be made in advance
to encourage and assist it.* '.fhe value therefore
of the land, whether as a funll for future revenue;
or as affecting the general resources of the State_,
will vary exceedingly, under different circumstanees and modes of management.
To appreciate
this difference in the value, and to judge of the
, importance or expediency of expenditures in acl:
1'ance, it will he useful to consider the sources,
from whence immigrations may be drawn, :1nd some
of the probabilities, with regard to different uegrees in the increase of, or means, which may he
afforded to encourage, its
FUTURE

SA.LES AND SETTLEMENT.

In chapter IX, an estimate is drawn from the actual progress of the new settlements, at two periods of ten years each, before ancl since the year
1.800, from which it appears, that it will requir~
from 100 to 140 years, to fill up the whole interior
of the District, with a population equal to about
40 families, or :200 souls to the newest or latest
settlell townships, with a proportionate increase for
. ~ It may-pe:rbaps be argued, that the settlement of Maine, has hereto~
f'ore forced its own way, without any extraordinary aids, and in spite of
all the <lifficulties conjured up as bugbears in the wilderness ; and that
we may safely infer from this, that it will fOntinne irresistibly to ad~
vance, as fast as is requisite in the nature of things. But it should bf.:
-remembered, that circumstances ar e now difl_ere11
t . 1:iroc~and the 'Vie'&s
af p e1JjJ/ematerially changer!.
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the older towns. From the estimates in chapter V,
it will be perceived, that there is already a large
surplus of emigration, from all the New England
States, and very soon must be from the pl'iucipal
part of the older settlements in Maine. 'rhis surplus now exceeds 2f ,000 annually, and this num ber is supposed to increase not far from ~500 every year. It is far from improbable, that this cu1·d
rent of emigration will continue to flow, in some
direction or other, as long as there shall be conveniently within its reach any considerable quantity of vacant land to be settled, and circumstances
shall be favorable. It is highly probable, that before a long course of years elapses, the attention
of those, who are looking for any large body of
yacant lands for settlement, east of the Mississippi,*
must be directed to Maine ; and it is absolutely
certain, that the interior of Maine is furnished with
every requisite for the wants of an agricultu1·al
people ; and with superior facilities for manufactur ing, and for communication with the comme1·cial
world. All that is necessary to elicite its advan- ·
tages, is- that encouragement, which is to be found
in an early, libe1·al, and extensive system of improvement, in opening and making good roads and
ii< If the immense extent of the western wilderness excites the doubts
of the reader, as to the correctness of this opinion ; let him make due
allowance for the lands belonging to the Indians, and secured to tlwm
by treaty, and then, judging from the present density of population of
s_uch of the Atlantic States, as may be a fair standard, and from the
'\'."astemigrations every year to the Western States, let him calculate
for himself how long it must be, before they attain to that degree of
population, which may be presumed to indicate a monopoly of the
whole land, or an increase of its price beyond the means of most emig·rants ,
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other conveniences for the accommodation of set.
tlers, before they shall have become sufficiently
nunierous to provide of themselves for the extension and permanency of these indispensable establishments.*
If then a farther consideration of the ~uhject
shou Id produce more liberal and 'extended views,
and these shoulcl result in systematical and efficient
measures of improvement and encouragement,
among all those whose interest ought long ago to
liave stimulatec.l them to vigorous exertion, it might
rationally be presumed, that a very few years would
direct to Maine a respectable proportion of that
part of the population of New England, w bich is
now flowing like a torrent to other quarters. What
this proportion may amount to, and what may be its
probable effect, it is not unimportant to inquire.
It has been stated, that the emigrations from
the New England States only, exceecl ~1,000
souls annually, and are increasing at the rate of
about 2500 every year. Under the ordinary circumstances of the country, it may be concluded,
that the numbers will average frmn :24,000 to
!6,000 annually, for 20 or_30 years to come. It
is not unreasonable to suppose, that an early anll
judicious application of those means, which the
intrinsic importance of the object will justify, and
the expense of which the certainly resulting ad~
,·antage will amply repay, may in a short time
• Facts, well known to the writer, justify the opinion, that the set~
tle:ment of enterprising, respectable, and wealthy farmers in the interi.
or of the District, has heretofore been prevented more by the want of
this essential encouragement 1 than from any . other circumstance what•

ever,

J
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produce to ~Iaine, not less than one half this an ..
uual emigration-say
12,000 souls annually. Sup11osing, as is generally near the fact, five personsto each family, this would amount to 2400 fami ..
lies.
It appears that a number, equal to not far from
lialf the emigrations to Maine, have annually set ..
tled in the new townships.
".fhis number has
been from i 91 to 267 families annually ; and oa
the settlement of the w ho}e interior, at the periods
in which it would be severally completed, by a de ..
gree of immigration equal to one or the . other of
these annual numbers, is founded the estimates in
chapter IX, of the present value oithe wild land to
the State. '.fhis was stated to be from 1.2 to 17¾
cents per acre .
But the degree of immigration, above supposed
as probably attainable by suitable encouragement, is
~-100 families annually.
Supposing but one half
of these to settle in the new townships, it amounts
to 1~lJOfamilies, which, distributed among 30 town ships, would give to each of them its 40 families in
one year! If the immigration :should be sufficiently encoura¼:;,ed,·to keep it up to this degree, till
the whole was so far settled, every township
would htJ,v~received its 40 families in a little less
than ~2 years ; and most of them w0uld become
fully peopled from that class, who do not venture
into the newest settlements, and from the natural
increase of those already established.
'The effect,
which this would have on the present average
)'Yort4 of the whole land, may be deducell on th~
principlesi assumed in chapter IX, as follow~.
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It is consi(lerecl, that when an average township has received ·l-0 settlers, supposing the settlement to have been so far completed in from O to
7 years from its commencement, and the genet·al
population of the country, increasing only at the
1·ate heretofore experience<l, it is worth 830,000 .
...
i\.t this rate of immi~ration then, there would be
every year 30 townships rendered worth each that
sum, or £900,000 for the whole. 'I"he present value therefore of the whole land in the aggl'egate,
would be exactly equal to the 11resent worth of an
annuity of 8900,000 payable for 22 years ; which "'
is not far ·from $10,837,400, or about 67-~ cents
per acre, including all the water and ,vaste land.
And the value of any tme of the first 30 townships.,
or of any other, when first openecl for settlement,
would be equal to that of 830,000 due at the end
of one year ; V.7hich is about S-28,300 for the town ship, or 1:26 cents per acre.
r.rbis estimate is 1nedicatcd on the supposition
that wild land will command no higher price when
it is in very great clemand, than when it is very
dull: no more wl1en 30 townships can be settled
in one year, than when it requires from 5 to 7
years to settle the same numlJer. :From this it
will be evident, that the very essential difference in
the present value resulting from the diffe1·ent degrees of annual immigration before supposed, is the
least possible difference.
:For, if the price of any
article can be affected in any degree by the demand
for it; then wilcl land, which is an article that
cannot be increase.cl in quantity, and the supply of
which in the +nal'ketis continually diminishing,_ and
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must at some time or other cease, particularly that
in the interior of Maine, which is surrounded on
all sides by an increasing population, without the
intervention of any so large tract of the same kind,
must unavoidably ine1·ease in price, proportioned to
the demand.
And if a township is worth .830,000
when ,there are hut from 5 to 8 purchasers in a
year, it must be worth much more, when there are
40 pu1·chasers in the same time.
If the correctness of this estimate, as to the value of a single township, should be questioned, the
point will not here he contended any farther, than
to say, that circumstances, the. detail of which is
not relevant to the present work, induce the belief,
that, under the state of things here supposed, the estimate is not materially far from just; but whether
it is so or not, the calculations, founded on this basis, form a perfectly fair standard!I by wl1ich to compa1·e the relative effects to be produced on the value of this kind of property by different degrees of
immigration; and to judge of the extent, to which
the great landholder may profitably proceed in
expenditures to improve the market value and encourage tlie settlement anll sale of his laud; and
keeping this in view, we may safely proceed.
The actual immigrations to new townships have
been much on the decline since the year f800.
A principal cause of this is believed to be, not the
want of natural ad vantages in those townships, nor
yet wholly those adventitious circumstances, which
of late years l1ave palsied the energies and blighted the hopes of the inhabitants of the interior, as
well as other parts of Maine ; but, in a great de-
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gree; the want of judgment

and liberality on the
part of the great landholders, considered as a body.
Though the avei·age annual number of immig1·ants,
fr-om t800 to 181 o, is estimated to be comprised
in about 19f families ; it will not be wise to calcu ..
late on so great a number in future, unless tbe1·e
should be a radical change of measures. 'I''he estimated value of the whole interior, founded on this
rate Qfimmigration, is but St ,906,700, or about f!
cents per acre; and must be considered full high
enough, unless times and circumstances change materially for the better. Hut on the supposition,
that one half only of those who every year are now
leaving New England forever, should be afforded
suitable encouragement t0 induce them to settle in
l\'laine; and that these should be distributed between the new and older towns in about the same
proportion that they have heretofore been, then
the value of the land, or the present worth of the
ultimate amount of revenue to be derived from the ,..
~ales, is Si0,837,400;
and this, on account of the
effect on the price, to he produced by the increased demand, must be conside1·ed as very much be ..
low the probable value; unless the former very
low sum is muck too high. 1.,he least possible
difference therefore between the present worth of
the proceeds of future sales, under the differen t
supposed cases, cannot be less than EIGHT MIL LIONS

NINE HUNDRED

AND THIRTY

T H OUSAND

DOL -

LARS.

If it should he said that a consi derab le pa rt of
this sum must be expended in measures to encour age the settlemen t to th e degree neces sary to pro.

I
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(luce so great a difference ; it should be ohscrvecl;
that this is producctl merely by the interest arising
from the anticipatetl proceeds of sales, without in
the least clegree increasing the price; and it may ,
be presumed, that this extraordinary expenditure,
immigration, an£1 consequent demall(l for land 1
would increase the price at least equal to, and perhaps much mere than, the expenditure.
It may
also he said, that the revenue afforded by the ordinary state taxes on these immigrants, anll more especially the addition of wealth, which they might
bring with them or afterwards acquire, with the
physical strength they wouhl add to the. State in
all cases of emergency, would increase its real resources to a tlegree beyond all comparison with
the p ·resent valae of the lan<l ; and mucl1 .more
than equivalent to any ex11enditure, , which would
probably be necessary in the outset.
N otwithstancling the precision, it l1as been necessary to assume in the preceding calculations, it
must be admitted, that no estimate of the degree to
which such an increase of immigration would increase the value of the land;- or what addition it
woultl ultimately afforcl to the resources of the
State for extraordinary emergencies, can be considered as perfectly acctnate; but the effect upon the.
m·dfriary revenue n1ay be the subject of n1ore certain calculation;
on ,vhich, as much has been
said about it by many people, it will not be uninteresting to bestow some brief notice.
The annual State tax of1\!Iassachusetts, for a long
course of yea1·s has not been far from 8 J33,000.
It was m·iginally predicated on an average of not

,
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far short of 30 cents to each per!,on iu the State;
:and though the increase of population has climinished this average to about i9 cents, yet it was not
burdensome at ,i,7 cents. If the tax in future should
remain the same as heretofore, any increase in the
· population
and wealth of the interior of ~1.aine would
reduce the a~sessment on other parts of the State ;.
though the reduction would be so small and gradu~
al, as to he almost imperceptible;I and, distributecl
among so many individuals, would hardly be thought
of much consequence ; but, if it should be made to
keep pace with the increase of population, or varied
continually, so that its amount should be equal to
that of 27 cents to each person, however the gross
tax might increase, its weight on indi,·iduals would
be no greater ; and the amount of that producecl
by the immigrants, which it is suppose,l in the .,pre ...
ceding estimate might be gained to the District,
would refund much of the expense, which it would
be necessary to advance in providing for their encouragement. This supposed number of immigrants
is 1 ~?:
,000 annually, which is about iH.00 annually
more than has been gained heretofore.
It has been
before stated, that this degree of immigration would
settle the whole District to a certain degree in 22
years ; and that it would increase the present value
of the whole body oflancl in the iuterior to SS,930,000
more than it now is, or has been worth under
any circumstance'l, since the year 1800. If then we
suppose the ordinary State taxes to be kept up to
an average
27 cents to each individual, the revenue annually- to he derived from these immigrants
alone, without taking into consideration their nata -

or
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ral irtcrease, or the advantages gained in any other
way by such an accession of numbers, would be
equal to S~!538, increasing annually in arithmetical
progression for :22 years, wben it would amount to
.855,836. And even supposing that all immig.ration should then suddenly cease, and t.hat the nat~
ural increase should barely supply the place of the
original stock, the annual amount would remain the
same fore,,er.
The present value of the whole
revenue, thus to be derived, for the first :2'.2years
would be 834 ( ,3 '70. The value of' that accruing
after that time would he equal to that of an annuity
of S05,~3fS, commencing :22 years hence and payable
forever, Yiz. about S-258,500; making a total equal
to the immediate gain of So99,870, on tlrn certain
commencement of such a course of immigration.
It
follows therefore that if the immediate appropriation
of S5 H9 ,000, to be refunded by an annual tax equal
in its amount to ~7 cents on each original immigrant,
and expenlled as occasion should require, in improving the country and encouraging settlers, woµld
invite to Maine one half of the annual emigrants
from New Englancl ; the State ot Massachusetts
would eventually gain a sum, the present worth of
which is equal to SS,930,000.
The mere difference however in the price obtained for the land, m· in the present value of the anticipated interest, is of little importanc~, and the gain
from an averaged reduction of the ordinary State
taxes, or an increase of them with the increase of
population, is vastly less, when compared with oth er advantages ; and if, to obtaiu the object, it shoul<l
be necessary or expedient to expend a sum equal to
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the whole difference in the present value of the ,even·tual sales, viz. ,S~,9J0,000, there would still be an
important gain. ln this .case, the whole expenditure
would not be required at once; but progressively,
as the settlements might be expected to advance;
and it would be equal to an annuity of S741,000
fo1· 22 years.
It would he requisJe to divide this
sum among 30 townships each year, which would
give .82--1,i00 to each township; ancl it is certain,
that if the expenditure of even ,S,:;:;4,700to each
township, or .8741,000 annually, or §158,930,000 at
once in the first outset, should be requisite to induce
1.200 families annually to settle themsel v.es in the
interior of Maine, the State would, even .under all
this great expense, realize. a net gain, (besides re~
ceiving the full worth of its land under its p resent
circumstances,) equal to all the ordinary revenue to
be derived from this increased popalation; all the
advantages which their surplus wealth, or the product of their labor might add to the general prosperity, or afford for public emergencies; together
).Vith the important increase of physical strength,
weight, and respectability, which would be the cer .. 1
tain resulting consequence,.
But if, trusting to fortuitous events to effect a '.t:e..
:ftux of the current of emigration which for some years
has been flowing so strongly to the west, the settle.
ment of the iuterior of l\'Iaine should be left with ..
out assistance :0r encouragement to force its own way
progre-ssively into the wilderness., as the increasing
density of the population in the older parts of the
country should compel some of the poorer inhabi ..
tauts to seek subsistence or a refuge in remoteand
1
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.uncultivated places ; it is certain that it will require
a powerful impulse to keep up the migration to any
degree approaching that which has heretofore been
experienced.
Such an impulse will he sought for
in vain in the circumstances of in ,lividuals., so long
as the means of subsistence, or oppor tunities for the
acquisition of wealth or competence, can be found
elsewhere, with fewer privations and less hardship.
The consequence must be a slow and tedious pro ..
gress of the settlement, hy persons driven to it by
necessity alone. Theie under such circumstances
can pay nothing, or next to nothing, fur their land ;
make but little improvement ; and that little can
add but a trifle to the value of the remain·ing land.
,vhatever sum will finally be derived from the sale•
of the whole, the receipt- of it must be at such a distance of time to come that its present worth must be
comparatively next to nothing. For if a degree of
immigration, or dem and for land equal to that experienced from the year r 7 u0 to t800 ju~tifies the es- ·
timate of the present value of the whole at 17 cents
per acre ; the same princi ple, applied to the de.
Jl}and from 1800 to 18 t 0, reduces it to t2 cents per
acre ; and it will be easily perceivetl that the declen.
sion in the clemancl, consequ ent on the state of things
~hove supposed, must reduce the present value in
a degree proportioned to it, even without supposing
any reduction in the prices eventually obtained.
r.rhe actual difference therefore between the effects
of the 1>rohable extremes of migration into the inte ..
rior, or deman~ for wild land, on its pr.esent worth,
may be safely calculated to vibrate between less
than S1,ouo,00Q and more tbaµ $11,000,000 i au<\
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a.ny where between these two extremes may be fixed
the appropriation for the expenditures, which may
be necessary to encourage the settlement to any required degree.
However important may be the question of mere
cli:tl'erencein revenue, occasioned by different measures to facilitate and encourage the settlement of the
interior ; there is yet another consideration, affecting the future character of that part, and possibly
controling that of the whole State ; and not only
its character, but its wealth, influence, respectability, and p~rhaps, under possible contingences, its
safety, independence, and the parmanency of its po ..
litical institutions, which ought not to be overlook ..
@d; and though it may not be thought strictly relevant to the general design of this work, its importance will at least excuse a brief allusion to it in
this place.
The emigrants from New England are composed of all classes and descriptions of people. Some
of them are of the best moral characters, intelligent,
industrious, erterprising; others ignorant, idle, vi.
cious. Some are possessed of considerable propf .r ..
ty, others again have none. Some have a conscientious regard for the civil and religious institutions of
their forefathers, and wish to he able to transmit
the benefits of them to their children ; while others
are, to say the least, indifferent as to their use to
themselves, or their advantage to posterity. These,
different characters and qualities are intermixed with
various shades and combinations in different persons, but they may generally be 1·esolved into two
£lasses, unequal perhaps in numbers, and much-
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n1ore so in their value to, or influence on, the happine~s and welfare of society ..
'The better class of these will not generally be
tempted, by the difference of a dollar or two in the
})rice of the acre of laud, to settle themselves in a
part of the country where there are no roads, the
~ettlement prog1·essing slowly, ancl under many
hardships and privations; when in another quarter
they can ti.ud a tract of country equally fertile, accommodated with good roads, and such facilities are
a:fforcleclto settlers as present a reasonable prospect
that they may in a short time enjoy the comforts of
society, the mean~ of educating their children, and
the many_ ad vantages, pecuniary, civil, inoral, ancl
religious, which flow from a residence in a ·well set ..
tled country, and among a well informed and inde,.
pendent community ; while others will overlook
these ad vantages for the sake of a paltry difference
iu t11eprice of land ; 01~,pressed by necessities, will
~et.tle only where they can get land cheapest; or else,
wholly regardless of every circumstance in their fu ..
fane prospects, save that of mere subsistence, or
prompted by an illusory hope of freedom from some
of the temporary inconveniences to which they may
have been subjected in society, will reti·eat to the
wilderness, whel·e they becom!3 useless to the community, arnl very little better to themselves.
'"rithout a ,c0nsiderahle change in the circums,tances which have heretofore existed, a1ul more es.
pecially which now discourage farther adventures
into new places, the settlement of the interior rnust
hereafter be expected to proceed very slowly, and
principally with persoo.s of the latter description. )>
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The inhabitants, for a long time, will of course be
scattered ; too few and poor to provide for the in ..
@truction of their children ; and unable, careless, or
indifferent in instructing them themselves.
The
first generation at least must gro,v up in ignorance,
habituated to disorder, and unaccustomecl to the restraints, or the influence and atlvantages of a well
Fegnlated society. What must be the cha1·acte1·
of the future population springing from such a
source; and what its effect on the general goocl of
the community at large, when its numhers sl)all have
become sufficient to make its influence felt, cannot
be difficult to conceive. ,Vith a reverse of circum~
stances, effects, different almost lo an extreme, may
be reasonably expected.
If then, aside from consillerations of mere rev~
enue, it should he admitted that the preserving to
Massachusetts the most respectable part of her own
surplus population, with a share of that of the neigh ~
boring States, to which she is allied by every tie of
local situation, kindred, habit, social and religious
institutions and feelings, reciprocity of i.Pterests and
community of dangers, is in any degree of proba bility attainable by liberal ancl judicious measures
to open and improve the vacant territory and de velop its latent aclvantages : If -the same measures may be macle to tend directly and indirectl y
to ameliorate the moral character ( as unquestiona bly may be the case) : and if, superadding also
the consideration of the eventual wealth, physical
strength, and stability to Ile derived from this acces sion of numbers and character, the object is more,
than suffident to counterbalance any expenditure s
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which the increased price, or the anticipated interest on the eventual sales of the land may be expected to refund ; it must be evident that the present
actors on the stage of life in this Common wealth
have an object before them, demanding their deepest attention ; the future interests of the State will
be affected in a peculiar manner by the exertions
or the neglect of the present day ; and, a high degree of responsibility rests on those, who shall su ..
pinely suffer to pass unimp~oved, the opportunities
now bef01·e them, and undh1charged, the important
trust devolved on them for the benefit of their pos-.
terity.
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POST ROJJ.DS,
Surveyed by order of go-oernment, in the year 1812, gi-oen in
miles and hundredths ; from Boston to Washington, and
from Boston to Eastport.
From Boston to Providence is 42 miles; to New London 100 ; to New Haven 154. From Boston to Springfield 93 ; to Hartford 121 ; to New York 231 ; to. Philadelphia 323 ; Baltimore 422 ; Washington ".iJ40; Eastport
397.
Eastern route to Eastport.
:Boston, Old State House,
1,11.
1,1:i.
Charlestown, meeting house,
7,94.
9,05.
Lynn, hotel,
5,32.
14,37.
SALEM,(Ward's corner,)
2,55.
16,92.
:Beverly, meeting house,
4,46.
21,38.
Wenham, meeting house,
23,66.
2,28.
Hamilton, meeting house,
28,18.
4,5.Z.
I:esWICH,meeting house,
32,25.
4,08.
Rowley, meeting house,
6,68.
39,07.
NEWBURYPORT,
court house,
42,62.
S,55.
Salisbury village,
.51,2-i<.
8,62.
Hampton~ meeting house,
58,81.
7,57.
Greenland, meeting house,
6~,26.
5,~5.
PoRTSMOUTH,meeting house,
67,95.
S,69.
Kittery, Maine, meeting house,
7S,32.
5,37.
Y oRK, court house,
86,16.
12,84.
Wells, meeting house,
92,68.
6,52.
Kennebunk, meeting house,
102,76.
10,08.
Saco, meeting house
.5,46. 108,22.
Scarborough, meeting house,
118,050
9,83.
PoRTLAND,court house,
130,08.
12,03.
North Yarmouth village,
136,42.
6,34.
Freeport corner,
145,36.
8,94.
Brunswick, meeting house,
7,sz. 152,68.
:Bath, north meeting house,
5,65. 158,33.
Woolwich, meeting house,
167,19.
8,86.
W 1scA.ssET,court house,
171,941.
4,75.
Alna village,
177,94i.
6,00.
Newcastle, post office,
190,10.
12,16.
aldoborough, post office,
7,7'2. 197,82.
Warren, court house,
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Thomaston, post office,
5,63. 203,i5.
Camden, meeting house,
f 0,47. 213,92.
Oanaan, N. school house,
6,90.
~0,82.
Linco]nville, post office,
,69. 221,51.
Northport, school house,
4,76.
226,27.
Belfast, post office,
6,59.
232,86.
Prospect landing,
5,91. 238,77.
Buckstown, post office,
f2,17.
250,94.
Blue Hills, post office,
i7,38.
268,32.
Surry, Jarvis's,
8,08.
276,40.
Ellsworth, post office,
6,19.
282,59.
Trenton, post office,
6,08.
288,67.
Sullivan, meeting house,
6,57.
295,24.
Goldsborough, post office,
6,97.
302,2i.
Steuben, post office,
8,91.
311,12.
Columbia, post office,
20,42.
331,5,i,.
Jonesborough bridge,
9,15. 340~69.
J\lachias bridge,
9,07 •. 349,76.
Machias E. Falls, meeting house, 6,34. 356,10.
Dennysville,
22,98.
379,08.
Eastport Ferry,
1.3,73. 392,81.
Eastport, post office,
4,55.
397 ,36.
N. B. The mail route from Boston to Eastport will be
shortened about 27 miles, when a good road be made
from Augusta bridge to Bangor, 60 milt-s, and from Bangor to Ellswerth bridge, 20 miles. rrhe d.istance from
Boston to Eastport will then be 370, instead of 397 miles.
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